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Union County in which
Lester
fi1ranklyn was seriously wounded with a knife in the hands of
'"Buster" Woodard and was
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The Embroidery Club was
entertainechby Mrs, A.L. Collins
Thursday at her home near the
School building. As usual all
the members .were .present and
enjoyed the regular program of
yisiting and feasting.
.
The people of. St. George's

tainments for the benefit of the
Church. The special object is to
raise money to Jmild a Choir Loft
and oth.er needed improvements.
The first is to be a Grand Ball
at the I.O.O.F. Hall Hallowe'en,
Oct. 31st. Tickets are now being
sold for thisevent. Another ball
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A desperate attempt was made during ths constitutional convention
incorporate a provision that would have practically exempted
of corporate property from their just- burdens "of taxation.-ithis
state. Through the solid opposition of- the .'Democratic membsro, jsr.:s:e...
by a number of Republicans, the effort, was. defeated, though it carVie'.
by one vole in the committee on revenv.e and taxation.
Backed by corporation interests, the last session of the legislature
submitted an amendment, which will bo voted on at the coming election
by which it is proposed. to repeal the first clause of Section 3. of the
thus wiping out the following provision:
"THE POWER TO LICENSE AND TAX CORPORATIONS ANP ftOR
PORATE PROPERTY SHALL NOT BE RELINQUISHED OR SUSPEND
ED BY THE STATE OR ANY SUBDIVISION
HEREOF."
Let the taxpayer ask himself, who would be benefited by this arhei:
ment? Why sliould the state or any county relinquish or. suspend
'
to tax corporations or corporate property?
t
Railroad Valuations.
The State Board of Equalization was given the right und?r the con
stituticn to value railroad property for taxation, purposes. The values
placed oil the railr&ads by the present board are nearly six times the valu
ations of the same properties under the last territorial administration..
Under the proposed amendment, endorsed by the Republicc.ii
by the Democratic state platform, not only" wo1!1
and ccnde-imethe constitutional provision making such tax mandatory be striclcen 'or.t Ir.
the State Board of Equalization itself would be abolished, thus 'leaving th
taxpayers of the state at the mercy of the next legislature.
Remember the Hawkins Law.
Should the legislature be composed of honest and competent men mc.
of more than usual judgment and of unpurchasable honesty the state wou
not suffer from the j.;' osed amendment, should it carry.
But the people o. Now Mexico have not forgotten the- Hawkins law, rt
pealed by congress because of the scandals connected with its operations, c
the methods by which the bill was passed by the legislature reported to hav.
been at an expense of $16,000 paid out in bribes.
It is believed that a better lower house will be elected this year ths?
ever before. The Democratic conventions in. the various counties and districts have nominated unusually good men, and there is little douot that :
.majority cf them will be elected.
Trying for
But it should be remembered that, owing to the shameless unseating- o
majoi
Senator Romero of Socorro county, the Republicans liave a
ity in the senate, and, furthermore, it can be said without the fear of contra
dictkn that efforts have been made to pledge a number of the Republican
candidates this year, if a majority of them are elected, to unseat enougr
s
majority, so.that'meab
Democrats to give the lower house also a
ures may be passed over the veto of the governor.
'
- There are two chief reasons why the Republican leaders want a two
thirds majority in the house of representatives, as wolll as in the senate. On
of them is for the purpose of passing a high countj; salaries bill ?5,00j
"year for the sheriffs of
counties, and other salaries graded accorc
ingly; and the other one is, if the amendment carries, to readjust corporation
taxes to the liking of the big corporations.
Taxes May Be Increased.
Let the taxpayers understand that if the Republicans win, in order to
carry through their present program, the farmer, tbs real estate owner, the
business man and the live stoek owner will either jiave his taxes increased
enormously, fully twice what he paid last year, or he will have to return to
the old system of poor schools and inferior roads.
Don't let him imagine that he will escape. Unfler the present law he is
taxed on only one third of the valuation of his. property. It would be easy
for the legislature to repeal that act and levy the taj;es on the full valuation,
4
or three times as much as he is taxed now.
Should the amendment carry, the corporations t en may be taxed by any
sys,em or not at all, as the legislature may see fit
is up to the taxpayers to protect themselvetf this year by voting the
Democjttc ticket and by voting against the proposed pmnclments to th
to.
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Married at this office

üí

certr-i-classe-

tin-righ-

;

-

b.v

Judge'

P. H. Foster, James C. Driskill
and Miss Matilda M. Beem, both
of Mosquero.
The wed din sf party including
the parents of thebrde weie
guests at the Commerclal Hoti'l.
The young people were accompanied by Mr. and Mrs. Albert
Driskill and. plan to' leave at once
for Elk City, Kansas on a wedding
trip. They are attractive young
people and we trust they may realize the best of their expectation
in the new relation.
Rev. Gaskill of Solano his
been sent to a new Held at Nara-vis- a
and Rev. Ford, óf Vandalia
Illinois has been sent to take his
place here. A movement is on
foot to have him come to Roy
for services once a month. We
shall be glad to'welcome'him and

get' acquainted..
H. B. Jones,

Roy

President of th

Trust and Savings Bank

came up from Tucumcari Wednesday on business
lie is beginning to look upon his holdings
here as good property.
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Catholic Churcn in Roy are preparing to give a series of enter-

OCTOBER

Corporation taxes may be reduced or abolished, anc! burdens
apon otner property correspondingly, increi sed y spools and roads to
suffer while bill for high salaries ior. county
is to bo passed;
SchDme to unseat Democratic members, as tü ssnata unseated Homero
from Socorro county, in order to get two-thirmajority and pass
legislation over governor's veto.

-

Tha Daughters of Rebekah held
a social session last Friday evening after the business session
was over. Refreshments were
brought by the ladies and after m
dulging in hot coffee and other
viands they indulged ina social
game of cards. Itis a plan tohave
entertainments of various kinds
each evening hereafter during
the winter months and to make
Lodge night attractive to those
who attend.
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brought to Roy for surgical care.
An altercation seems to have
started some time previous between Frankly n and other members of the Wood ward.family and
it was taken np again at the
meeting- of the two men at the
Bean threshing machine. Words
led to assault and Woodward used
a pitchfork and then a knife on
Franklyn. Each party charges
the other with being the aggressor. Franklyn is at. Dr. Self's
with a knife wound in the lung
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Another serious affair occu red
last Friday just ever the line in

cavity,. He will likely recover.
The sheriff from Clayton came in
an auto Sunday and arrested
Woodward taking him to Clayton
on a charge of assault .with a
deadly.weapori.
Both parties to the. affair are
well and favorably known in the
community and it is altogether
regrettable they should have gotten into this entanglement.
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Miss Myrtle Palmer returned
from Iowa Saturday ahd will
make her home here in future.
We gladly welcome her and will
tell more about it later.

Y

back..

It was our privilege

to dine with

other friends at the hospitable

home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Kidd six miles east of town Sun
day.
It was one of the good old fash
ioned home dinners suchas Mrs.
Kidd knows so well how to pre
pare with addition of .voung juicy
venison, procured by the prowess of John Wire, who brought
in.a fine young buck f rorii the
canyons last week.
It was a
pleasant visit as well as a feast
Mrs. G. R. Ábernathy arrived and we shall' remember it with
Wednesday from Iowa where she pleasure.
has been for several months takMrs. Frank Sheltren andclild-reing medical treatment. She is
glad
get
to
is
and
left Monday for Wolcott,
looking fine
again.
Wyoming,
where Frank has a
back home
good position with a railroad Co
and where they expect to make
Webb Kidd arrived from Textheir home for some time. They
as Saturday and went to Las Ve- will be missed here but we hope
gas and Mora Monday to see they will some day return '
to the
what can be done regarding his home they have sacrificed so
brother, Oscar, and friend Bert much for.

is to de given the night, of ThanksSheriff Dudley, of Da wson, was
giving day, Nov. 26th.
A committee ,; of 'ladies is in in Roy Friday of last week makcharge of the arrangements and ing a personal investigation of
all public spirited as well as the the shooting affair of last week.
He is a friend of all parties conpleasure loving people should
patronize the enterprise liberal- cerned andwas-aft'eralltfacts
Jay.
he could learn concerning it.
;
ly.
he

Jimmie Turner and a couple
of friends from Dawson drove
thru town Monday with a team
and camp outfit headed for "La
Cinta Canyon where they will try
to get their share of deer They
are well fixed to have a fine
time anyway. They will visit
Mrs. Turner's ranch on the way
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GERTRUDE STEVENSON

from Photographs of the Stage Production
Oopyright, ML (PnlUcUon Bleats Besesvea) by David Belaaoa.

back a bit more arrogantly. Hla chest
was more noticeable as he walked

8YNOP3I3.

Daniel Slade suddenly advances from a down the Btreet.
penniless miner to a millionaire. He
The innate conceit and
ambitious to become governor of the
g
wife falls of the man made him overlook the fact
state. His simple,
to rise to the new conditions. Blade meets that the party needed a rich man. He
Katherine, daughter of Senator Strickland, and sees In her all that Mary ts not. was quite satisfied that he was being
Blade decides to separate from his wife boosted by Strickland and the others
and takes rooms at his club.
his brains, his unusual abil
1

self-estee- m

home-lovin-

ferent this domineering, forceful per
sonality from Bob Hayes, the man who
had first won her girl's heart, and yet
for whom she had never been willing
to renounce her interest in the polit
ical and social life which obsessed her
with thA same comnellln force as it
did Slade.

.

- .

Katherine whiten as sha recalled their
passionate young love when only the
senator's stern interference had kept
them from wedding.
Let me see." she recollected, "when.
I was your confidante, you were
twenty-one- ,
Katherine, and you, Rob,
I can feel Rob
were twenty-fou.
. tr
t
l
i
j
please see her for me the senator
doesn't approve of It' And the tears
you shed on my shoulder, Katherine
why, It feels wet to think of it"
'O! Fannie!" Katherlne's voice was
not as firm as usual.
,
.
i
saia, .i.
uie womaa per
i always
sisted, "Rob, she'll come home to you
In the end "
I think 111 go back and listen to
the distussion,". and Bob flung dis-r.

With an effort she brought her mind
back to the present and to Mrs. Wes
ley Merritt who had dropped in on
her way from a dance to pick up her
husband.
You slmnly weren't listening to a
word I said." Mrs. Merrltt complained
in her affectedly affectionate way. "l
was asking if you know Mr. Slade very
well."
VYes ." Katherine replied, lightly,
"we know him very welL"
"And does he ever mention his
wife?" in Mrs. Merritt's most perfectly
feline manner.
'Never once," admitted Katherine,
without even an attempt at an evasion.
'And you have never met her? Mrs.
Merritt was in her glory if. she could
probe.
No. I have never met her.
My husband
How extraordinary!
why, Wesley Merritt's name spells
hearth and home, domestic purity
while Slade's! They tell me he hasn't
seen his wife for weeks, and it's town
talk that he's living at his club. And
to think he's never mentioned her to
you!"
Katherine had quieth rung for a
servant, and as Mrs. Merritt finished,
remarked casually: "Marjln; see that
these letters are mailed at once."
Unabashed. Mrs. Merritt was moving
eagerly about the artistic room, com
fortable In all its appointments, Its
richness enhanced and mellowed with
age, a blend of color that nothing but
years can give.
Fannie Merritt was a decided blonde.
Her decision had been made more
than ten years before. It was a de
cision that, once made, must be
abided by, and the woman had been
living up to it ever since. Her gown
was the last word of sartorial elegance
and'style. Daringly decollette it clung
to her long, svelte figure with loving
emphasis, and trailed round her ex
quisitely dressed feet. Her hair did
credit to the hairdresser's long and pa
tient efforts, and long, bizarre diamond
pendants flashed and sparkled from
her ears. If ever a woman had become
a slave to her own personal pleasure
and dress, that woman was Fannie

T7

he almost collided with Merritt Katherine had hurried out to see a reporter
who wanted the wherefores and the
whys of the dinner party to Slade.
'I can't possibly get away, dear.
Merritt explained to his wife. "I've
been buttonholed by some men from
up the state. Shall you wait or go
home first?"
Mrs. Merritt refused to be dls-- .
missed in that peremptory fashion.
'I'll wait" she returned with acid
sweetness. "Then if you are not ready "
IH run along.
Slade's bad an ovation tonight"
Merritt informed her, nodding toward
the smoking-róóm- .
."The big out-of- town men are all here. Some of 'em
In there yet He's big, Fannie. He's
big. We can't deny that. The brute
attacks his pdint with all the force of
a sledge hammer."
"Yes,
that's what you lac- kpunch!" his wife turned on him peto-lantly.
"You're snowed under," she com
plained, bitterly. "If you'd taken my
advice you wouldn t have come to this
Slade feed tonight What's your pa
per for," she demanded, "if you can't
attack your rival candidate in its columns? Anyone would think you want
ed to make him governor Instead or
yourself."

because of
ity, his oratory and his power to lead
CHAPTER V.
men. He was happier than he had
ty,a hfftnV. I been for Tears. Every day the new
a
kt
fast table with a certain sense of be- - life looked brighter and the old less
wildermflnt. It was the same this desirable.
If he gave a thought to Mary it was
morning as It had been each succescassing one. Mary was "comfort
a
sive morning eince Dan's departure.
She had everything that money
able."
realShe could not bring herself to the
buy.
The servants would be tak
could
not
had
Dan
ization of the fact that
good
ing
care
of her, of course. Of
Intend
not
did
apparently
come home
Mary's
throat as she sat
the lump in
to come home.
lonely
breakfast table and as
She had waited up the night he had at the
through
the still more lonewent
she
gone to the club Just as she had
formal dinner, he
of
the
ordeal
some
waited up every night of their married
Of
nothing.
woman's aching
the
knew
life, no matter where her husband
eyes
bright
with unshed
her
and
heart
coming
be
might
was or how late he
up before
to
keep
as
tried
she
tears
lengthened
night
hours
home. As the
excuses
for hlB
Into day she was forced to the con- the servante and make
heartlessly
ob
was
Slade
clusion that Dan meant to stay away absence.
was
perhaps
Or
it
for the night That he wouldn't be llvious.
home at all through the day never oc- again, that made him unable to feel
of the succurred to her. She reasoned that a for her the
no wounds
feels
wlio
man
cessful
hie
mind
night's sleep would clear
wants, and
fighting
he
what
for
when
recovered
have
would
h
and that
others
cares
that
nor
knows
day.
But
next
neither
the.
"tantrum"
his
from
but it was
4tjnt "fun
n.ii U1UU
XJCkLX
lili In" that Aav nnr thn feel them. He had a heart,
unpleasantly
like Pharaoh's.
next The days had become weeks,
But of Katherine Strickland's stat
yet neither by telephone nor letter had
uesque beauty and her cosmopolitan
he sent as much as a word.
up
manner
he was delightfully aware.
her
Mary
mustered
Finally
had
ritt retorted. "He'd put up glue fac
courage and telephoned his club. It During the weeks since he had left
tories facing our property and, with
a lake breeze blowing our way
took courage for Mary to use the tele home Slade had been calling regu
phew! My position is yery difficult
phone on any occasion. She was afraid larly at the Strickland home, partly to
Of course, election's a long way ahead,
of the sound of her own voice the mo- consult with the senator and partly
bust
the
posing
transfor
purpose
of
hut I'm the onlv stick in his puddle."
for the
ment she began to talk Into the
modeling.
As
was
Dan's
Yes. you're a big stick!" she
feared
Katherine
which
mitter. This time she
displeasure and his possible harsh- thev sat hour after hour, he posing
taunted. "Why don't you do
ness. Mr. Slade was out had left no comfortably, she working deftly and Merritt
.
message, they did not know when he talking even more cleverly, Slade and
"What can I do?" he groaned. "I ve
Tonight she was reBtless and 111 at
would return, was the disappointing Katherine had come to a mutual un ease. Like Katherine, her mina was been told tonight by no less than four
result as she hung the receiver on the derstanding. The more they saw of full of one thought Slade, Slade, Slade men that they won't support me again.
introducing
each other the more each became con
hook.
but thoughts that took a different dl And Strickland's speech
would
inevit
paths
served
maid
their
vinced that
This morning, as the
rection. She was sick of his name, Slade was a masterpiece!"
Yea Strickland's masterpieces are
her breakfast, she resolved to try ably converge
sick of hearing of his money, sick of
Katherine talked animatedly and en the talk of his power and of hearing concocted by his daughter, we : all
again. The situation was getting, un
bearable. It was bad enough to live tertainingly of social life abroad and him named as "the man of the hour. know that Just as I write your stuff,
In the great house and be surrounded of the gay times in Washington, and He was winning the very honors she she finished with hateful emphasis on
by servants with Dan there. Without Slade's heart warmed and his eyes had coveted for her husband, and tak the possessive.
him 6he felt like a prisoner of state flashed as he pictured himself a part lug them right out from beneath his
My dear, I wish you'd be more
and looked on the servants as bo many of that charmed circle. With keen very eyes and nose. There didn't seem careful!" warned Merritt making
penetration he saw the longing of the to be a doubt of Slade becoming gov sure that the door leading Into the
jailers.
Leaving her breakfast practically girl's nature, her iron will,..her deter eraor, the very position for which her smoking-roowas closed.
untasted, Mary again ventured to the mination to gain social honors at al husband had been striving for the past
to
"Message
that
Farmer
the
"Your
telephone. With faltering voice she most any cost He flattered himself six terms. Slade with his millions made you famous! What did I ever
repeated the number.
that when he said the word Katherine needed the governorship no more than get for writing It?" and with self satis
with beating heart she Inquired Strickland' would be ready to cast her
she arranged her-a pampered child needs a new toy. fied deliberateness
VMI
t
courage
J cuou
sinking
his.
with
with
lot
"Mr.
Slade;"
for
while to her husband success or fall seir careiuiiy in a
From the smoking room of Senator ure
she received the answer that Mr. Slade
this time meant either the retriev near the fireplace.
had gone out. leaving no message. Strickland's big house came the stri ing of his fortunes or his utter ruin.
"I never denied that you had a
Again and again during the day she dent sound of men's voices, raised in
women
man's brain," placaüngly, drawllngly,
The abstraction of the two
repeated the call, only to receive a excitement, and, it would seem, ac- was broken by the sudden entrance mockingly, "darling."
similar reply. The possibility of her claim. Now and again the senator's of Hayes..
"Yes I'm the family mosquito that
husband having left such a message smooth, oratorical voice would sound
behind your ears. God help
buzzes
"They're
hav
he whistled.
to be delivered to her, whether he was and then Slade's slightly deprecatory, ing"Whew!"
eveIf
it
jis
wasn't for me. uia you asa
Good
In
there."
It
a time of
there or not never occurred to the yet firm and pleased. Then would nine. Mrs. Merritt your husband is the senator for the $10,000 I want?";
little woman. follow the patter of applause, laughter certainly making
'
truthful, simple-mindeit warm for Mr. she demanded.
be reached and the sudden dropping of voices that
to
want
But Slade did not
TÍA can't" Merritt was huddled In
Slade"
by her, and if an untruth, more or signified earnest converse.
grat
the nearest chair.. The subject had
Indeed," laughed Mrs. 'Merritt,
To Katherine Strickland, sitting In
less, were necessary, the telephone
been causing him appetiteless days
the softly lighted library adjoining, ified for the moment
boy was easily bribed.
sleepless nights. When a woman
and
Dear, dear!" she exclaimed as she
Meanwhile Slade was eagerly look- every sound had its meaning. Her
Merritt's persistency and
of
Fannie
wistfully
at
ing forward to his new life. Never a eves sparkled with keen interest In watched Hayes gazing
handsome tenacity wants something a man can't
man to waver, he did not once look her cheeks glowed the deep rose of Katherine and looking very
e
evening get then that man is very likely to be
excitement and exultation. In that other and manly In his
back to the wife he had so coolly
to nagged Into desperation.
He was being dined and ban- room she knew they were making his clothes. "It's quite like old times
"You look out. Wesley." she an
herself,
queted and feted, being" everywhere tory. In that other room they were see you together." Unhappy
swered,
alarm breaking the careful
to make
hailed as the candidate for governor. nutting up a man for governor, a man It gave her a certain pleasure
of her voice. "That s the
modulation
jealousy
He was sniffing the first breath of fu- she admired and who had aroused her other people unhappy. The
tfme
he ever refused-us.for the younger and first
ture glories with keenest delight. This interest as no other man had ever she had long feltwoman
"He's broke dead broke. I don't
found exprés-clomore beautiful
was the sort of thing that made a man done."
how he can keep this up. The
know
now in her purring tones, as, with
Nothing could stand in that man's
feel big!. This was the sort of life to.
That s ; why
senator's nearly out.
;lead with men bowing and salaaming way, she thought, with a catch in her amiable cruelty, she, reminded them
Slade."
to
sticking
.
he's
nil around him. He walked with a firmer breath, nothing could stop him now of their earlier Intimacy. She took
CONTINUED
(TO
BE
jlread. His shoulders were thrown that he was fairly started. How dif delight in making Bob writhe and
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; Church Directory
professional ras
developement of The South: West
but wts cannot allow the
SPANISH AMERICAN difficult
UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
developement of our physical re
Reolotkbed ADQÜST 17. 1911
sources to be retarded by insuff Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M;
Your
Irvin Ogden, Sf.
at Christian Churcn.
erable political conditions.
Physician and Surgeon
necessary.
Editor aod Publisher
is
presence
:
A means of relief is offered us.
Rav. G.B.Hall, Supt, Local Surgeon EP. & S.W.
We have a Democratic President
Sabscriptio $1.50 Psr Tear
who is great
s
matter at at Washington
Entered as
CATHOLIC
nough to stand between this
the postoffice In Roy. N. M.
Office
and
without
Nation and war
Mass once each month at the
Fairview Pharmacy
within.
Catholic Church. Dates announcROY, NEW MEXICO
We hav a Governor, placed in ed in advance.
vote
by
Fr.
Cellier.
Ant.
Rev.
the
the executive chair
dan
Priest in charge,
the
realized
of a people who
ger of the old Territorial regime
BAPTIST
and elected him without regard
COL.
to party lines and who has provFirst Sunday in each month.
O.
WHITE
P.
en himself a man of and for the Service 11 A. M., 7.30, P. M.
MILLS
NEW MEXICO
people. He has stood between
Rev R. A. Pricb . Pastor.
AUCTIONEER
who
county
gangs
the people and
I Cry Sales Everywhere.
would be their despoilers-who- se
Distance not Considered
ambition it is to be an official a- Terms Reasonable
Satisfaction
people
compel
the
and
ristocracv
G'r'n't'd
through taxation to provide the Rev O W riearn, Elder
'
Services fourth Lord's Day of
monevwith which to estabhsn
each month at 11 AM. and
and con.inue them in pdwer in- 8 P.M. Sacrament at
definitely.
Morning Service.
0. H, Kerns,
N. Nutter,
county
have
people
of
thi
The
For Congressman
Nutter-Kern- s
seen enough of their tyranny a"d
Directory
Lodge
Fergusson.
Harvey B.
piracy to know what to expect
For Corporation Commits'n'r of them in future.
Business entrusted to
It is important that we return
Adolfo P, Hill
Viu
faifhfnl orvant. of t.hft Tieo- our care will receive
46
No.
pie, Harvey B. tergusson, to Homestead Lodge,
prompt and careful
Hnnffrpss. It is desirable that
I. O. O. r.
effici
Representatives
vening
Hill
the
For
we eléct Adolfo P.
Meet every Wednesday
fkl Kjl
Nutter-Kern- s
D
I. u. u. r. nan, wjt
ent business man as Corporation
Jesus M. Pacheco,
Visiting mftmbrs always welcome
Real Estate Co,
Of Guadalupita,
Commissioner instead of the
Wo. G. Johnson.
H. Goodman
N. M.
Rov.
oc.wow.
Good Fellow" who occupies but
Noble urana.
0
Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Of Roy,
does not FILL the chair at pres
ent but the direct need of the
the
of
issue
more
But one
F H. FOSTER
people of New Mexico NOW is a
next
day,
election
before
Wislatura which will not oe Harmony Rebekah
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Five persona were burned to death
at Milo, Mo., when a gasoline can ex-

.

"

ploded.

'.

conven-

national
The
tion of the Brotherhood of St. Andrew was held at Atlanta, Ga.
The body of Horace B. Stevens, Jr.,
of El Pas was found by searchers in
'the Organ mountains of New Mexico,
east of Las Cruces.
All the old directors and officers of
the Chicago and Northwestern Railat a
way Company were
meeting of stockholders at; Chicago.
The National Red Cross association
is daily sending appeals to American
citizens for assistance in carrying on
Euthe relief work in
rope.
'
An unidentified man held up the
cashier of the Bank of Kensett, Ark.,
obtained $2,000 and escaped on horseback. Posses immediately started In
pursuit of the robber.
Two young men entered the home
ol Mrs. Annie Moser while she was
preparing dinner in Chicago, knocked
her down and took $440 which she
had concealed in her wahrt.
Governor Dunne of Illinois appointed Louis G. Stevenson Qf Blooming-ton- ,
president of the state board of
pardons, to be secretary of state to
fill out theTunexpired term of Harry
Woods, who committed suicide.
The seventeenth annual convention
of the American Mining congress,
which will open at Phoenix, Decemsession, bids .fair
ber 7, for a five-dato be of great "benefit not only to the
state of Arizona, but to the whole
twenty-nint-

h

,

.

war-stricke-

n

:

y

Southwest
e
hymns to tunes
Setting the
that savor of the modern music hall,
,

from Scotland.
Rear Admiral Moore,-- ' commandant
of thejiaval station $t Honolulu, was
ordered to close the Marconi wireless
station there within twenty-fou- r
hours
unless the company gave a satisfactory explanation of the sendingof a
wireless dispatch announcing' the arrival of the German gunboat Geier.
Uncle Sam paid out a total of
in pensions in the fiscal year
ended June SO, last, according to
Commissioner of Pensions Saltagaber
in his annual report.
American railroads may transport
free of charge, if they decide to do
so, gifts made by the children of the
United States for presentation on
Christmas day to the children made
orphans by the European war,
Romeo W, Nathan and Edward J.
Marr, two of the defendants charged
with defrauding wealthy book lovers
out of nearly $10,000,000, entered
pleas of. guilty . in the United States
District Court in New York.
Women prominent in official circles
with the
have been urged to
Red Cross to relieve distress In
Europe by Mrs. William Jennings
Bryan, who advised 'the society that
the movement gave every prospect of
success."?'
One of the most picturesque characters in the Philippines and a dominating force for good was Charlie
Schuchs, whose death at the hands of
a Moro is reported. vGen. Hugh Scott,
assistant chief of the army staff,
spoke feelingly of this man, who had
served General Scott when he was
governor of Jolo province, and Gen.
Leonard Wood as interpreter and gen'
i
eral adviser.
leasing
bill, in
coal
land
Alaska
The
rea
second
of
conference
form
the
port, was approved by the senate.
President Wilson signed the Claybill, thus completing
ton anti-trus- t
trust "program.
administration's
the
There was no ceremony connected
with the signing of the bill.
A proposed Increase in the freight
rates on hides from points in New
Mexico and Arizona to Lob Angeles,
Cal., from 80 cents to $1.20 a hundred
pounds, was held ,by the Interstate
Commerce Commission to be reason'
'
able.
J. Scherer Fuelleman, president of
the Swiss group of the
union, proposed that members
of that organization representing
neutral counties arrange a meeting
this yeai to iscúss steps looking
toward a peaceful settlement of' the
European war by international parliaments.
$17,-417,5-

FROM ALL SOURCES
'

N.

.

old-tim-

.

.

inter-parliamenta-

--

J

SPORT.
or of "Yankee Doodle" was deplored
by Bishop Edward W. Osborne of
Brown defeated Wesleyan at ProviSpringfield, 111., of the fifth province
R.' I., 16 to 0, in a football game
dence,
of the Episcopal church in the Unitarranged as a feature of the celebraed States.
tion of Brown's 150th anniversary. .
Gov. E. M. Ammons of Colorado
The Baseball. Player's fraternity ansigned and sealed an executive order nounced 'at New York that David L.
. commuting to life imprisonment
the Fultz had been
president
death penalty inflicted upon Harold for a term of three years at the anF. Henwood by a jury in the West nual meeting of the board of directors.
, Side Court of Denver for the killing
Edward M, Reulbaca was elected secof George E. Copeland May 24, 1911. retary.
I
Oscar Kidd shot Paul Tyler, a young
Milburn Saylor of Indianapolis ; and
hotel owner, through the abdomen and Eddie Moy of Philadelphia, """ fought
shoulder at Roy, N. M. Tyler died twenty gruelling rounds to a draw at
later at the Dawson hospital. Kidd Daly City, Cal. Saylor. was the
is said to have been attentive to Mrs. stronger of the two, but Moy's cleverTyler and
is beMeved to ness evened matters up. They are
have arisen between the men on ac; lightweights.
" :
u'
count of this. Kidd says he shot in
: The world champion Boston Braves
met at their clubhouse In Boston and
-- 4 divided their-spoil- s
,
...
WASHINGTON,
of the world series. Speeches were made- - by PresiSenator Shafrotlucalled up and had dent Gaffney, Manager Stallings and
'
passed the bill' granting' $10,000 more Captain Johnny Evers and the team
for the construction of the postoffice then disbanded for the year.
at La Junta, Colo., making the total
That the winter racing meet at
$85,000.
The bill now goes to tjie
Juarez, Mexico, will- be better than
.
;
president."'
ever this season, is the prediction
A resolution and letter asking Presi-- . made by Pete Clark, one of, the best
dent Wilson to protest against bomb known form chart men in the country,
dropping by Zeppelin's and aeroplanes who has been in Denver '.for some
upon European cities was adopted by days on his way through frog northon the steamship ern meet..200 passengers
-

--

,

!

-

self-defense.- "'

...

.

;

-

.
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Talleyránd's Victory.
One hundred years ago the congress

FOREIGN.

Olympic which arrived in New York

AH EPITOME OF

8AYINGS,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

L. P. Pellitier, postmaster general of Vienna met for formal organization.
df Canada, has resigned
from the Nearly all the monarchs of Europe
were assembled to take part in the
owing to
Borden,, government
h.

'

;

ap-- .

has

The council, of ministers

treaty
Df arbitration between Spain and the
United States.

proved the ratification

of the

According to reports reaching Venrapid strides
throughout Hungary, and the progress
of the disease is causing alarm.
Ira Nelson Morris, the American
ambassador to Sweden, ' has leased
the country house 6f Prince William
Df Sweden at Oak Hill, Stockholm.
The possibility of a union of Newfoundland with Canada is r ecelving
renewed
attention from political
leaders at St. Johns, as a result of
the European war.
Col. Jeffrey Hale Durland, who arrived in London a few days ago in
charge of the Red Cross work in connection with the Canadian troops,
died suddenly. Colonel Durland. was
born in Montreal in 1861. He was a
manufacturer,
The new Issue of treasury notes by
the British government makes the
fourth um of $75,000,000 since the
war began, and indicates that the
conflict is costing between 4,000,000
and 5,000,000 pounds sterling weekly.Madame Bartholdl, widow of Augusto Bartholdl, the sculptor, who
made the Statue of Liberty, presented to the United States by the French
government and erected in New York
harbor, died at her residence in Paris.
The first encounter between the rebellious Boers and the English troopj
has resulted in a victory for the latter. A force of South African troops,
under the command of Colonel Britze,
sent against the rebels, defeated a
band of them and took seventy prisoners.
The Vatican authorities have expressed surprise and regret at the
bomb' outrages perpetrated on St. Patrick's Cathedral and the rectory of St.
Alphonsus" church, New York. Pope
Benedict has asked Cardinal Pletro,
the new papal secretary of state, to
keep him advised as to the develop
A
ments in t.hft rasa.
Additional details have been received at Rome of the arraignment in
Sarejevo of Gavrio Prinzip, the assassin of Archduke Francis Ferdinand of
Austria, together with Prinzip's wife
other alleged accomand twenty-onplices in the crime. According to these
details Prinzip, in addition to having
admitted that he shot the archduke
and his wife, declared that far from
repenting his deed, he was proud of
what he had done.
.

ice, cholera is making

-

.

-

e

GENERAL.

deliberations, or were represented 'by
their most eminent statesmen. Thé
Porte alóné was hot represented in
this great Congress of the nations. It
Is bald that the four great allied pow
ers England, Austria, Prussia and
Russia had made a secret agreement
to exclude France from participation
in any of their territorial arrangements.. But in this they reckoned
without' Talleyrand, the great French
statesman and diplomatist, who not
only insisted that his country be admitted to take part in all the deliberations, but himself became the leading
spirit of the whole congress.

Important to Mother

Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It
Bears the
Signature of
In üge For Over 30 Years.

Children Cry for Fletcher's Costoril
Earnest.

In

s

'

Doppel tells me that when he left
his native town a number of people
wanted him to come back."
"Yes. One or.two even went bo far
as to say they would come and tak
;..
.
,'
him back."

.

;

.

.

Weeks'
A

Break-Up-A-Co-

Tablets

ld

remedy, for Colds and

guaranteed

J,a Grippe. Price 25c of your druggist.
It's good. Take nothing else. Adv.
-

Plain Truth.
Your wife complains that

,

yoiTneg-lec- t

her.""
"I do from nine to five. I have to
earn a living between those' hours."
Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundrese
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers. Adv.
'

Quite a Feat. ;
"What's the matter with that fellow? Why the gyrations?"
"He's trying to flirt with two girls
at once, and they're going in opposite
s
directions."
--

'

Money for Christmas.
hosi
Selling guaranteed wear-proo- f
Big
Xmas
neighbors.
&
ery to friends
3200
Wear-Proo- f
Mills,
business.
Adv.
Philadelphia,
Pa
St.,
Chestnut
He is a wise candidate who sticks to
his regular job until he gets into of-

','..--

fice.

HAVE YOU ANY?

,

WRITE US.

Growers of tobacco in the Connecticut river valley report damage from
drought.' The dry spell has delayed
curing.
An order for ammunition received
by an Alton, 111., cartridge company,
will necessitate the employment , of
several hundred additional hands and
the operation of the factory day and

Coyne Brothers
118

W. SOUTH WATER 8TR.. CHICAGO

The Wretchedness
of Constipation
can quicKiy ue uvciwiuo

w

CARTER'S LlilLb
LIVER FILLS.
Purely vegetable
act surejy ana
gently on tne.

night for six months.
A sea disaster was narrowly avertCARTERS
ed at the gates of New York when
Í 1ITTLE
the United Fruit liner Metapan collidcure
ed with, the steamship Iowan of the liver.,
IVER
Riliousness.
I PILLS.
American-Hawaiialine in the Ami
brose channel and immediately began
YJ
to sink, bow first.
ness, añd Indigestion, Theyclo their duty.
Henry H. Westinghouse of New
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRIOR
York, brother of the late George
Genuine must bear Signature ,A
Westinghouse, was elected president
of the Westinghouse Airbrake Company to succeed his brother. He has
been vice president of the company
for many years.
The American Bankers' Association
HAIR BALSAM
toilet preparation of merit
at. Richmond, Va., decided to send a
fleip to eradicate dandruff.
For Restoring Color nd
committee to Washington to urge upBeauty
to Gra v or Faded Hair,
changes
board
reserve
federal
on the
wo. ana vi.ua a vtum into.
H
tl
which it contends would make membership in the new banking system
EYE
more attractive to, gt&te institutions.
ACHES
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Does the Most!
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We save cow Mofiejo
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FASHION

and It will bé a wrench for milady to
discard her dainty pointed slippers for
this substitute.

STYLE THAT HAS FOUND FAVOR
IS TO REMAIN.

HANDY LITTLE WALL POCKET

FANCIES

OF

N.

Special Feature Makes It More Useful
Than the Ordinary OneJVe Are
Accustomed To.
Organdie Collar With Attached Vett
MUFFLED KNOCKS.
One of the Features of the Moda
A wall pocket of a very pretty and
:
,
Dainty and Attractive Neck-quite a new design may be seen' in
"No, you're not at all in the way,
wear Being Shown.".
the accompanying illustration and a Bonis;", I'll step right over you when
special eature about it is that any let- I want to go out,"
r;'
With so much approval has fashion ters, visiting cards, invitations, etc.,
you
to
kind
ask me tb
so
of
"It's
stamped the sheer ' and flaring or- that it may contain cannot well slip your .house, Jrs.' Tungley! I'll call
gandie collar, with the attached vest, out of place.
some evening when I' have nowhere
A good size in which to make it is else to go."
that it is reappearing this season, re
of
its about twelve inches in length, and
assured
' "Bobby,. I've warned you not to
M any eight In height, and for the foundasuccess.
people when they eat; you're
watch
adaptations, how- tion a piece of stiff cardboard of embarrassing Cousin Cyrus so much
ever, are Intro- those dimensions must be procured. that he's spilling, gravy all over the
k
duced in the new This card is covered on
'
'.
satin, tablecloth."
by
with
and' front
models. That
"It's a pleasure to lend you this
simply adding a
money, old chap ; I'll not see you again,
collar and vest of
probably, for a year."
this sort a new
"Certainly, Mr. Spooner; I shall be
'.
lease on Hie can
delighted
to have you call some day
be given to any
I start for Europe tomorweek.
next.
garment that has
row morning."'
once lost its first
"These are just the kind of cakes
freshness has bemother
used to make, Mrs. Irons; she
came such an aswas about the poorest cook you ever
sured fact with
saw."
the woman of
practical mind that she is loath to
A Vain Hope.
set aside a fashion that has become
you saving all your
are
"What
of bo much importance to her. , ' ;
money for?" asked the man who
Never has daintier or more attractive-nedoesn't hesitate to. ask questions:
ckwear
been designed than at
"I want to become independent," rethe present time, and whether it be
plied the conscientious citizen, "so
domestic or imported, we care not,
that I can serve my fellow men withso long as it is modish and becoming.
out thought of compensation." v
The models are clever versions of the
"Nonsense! If you ever get that
new ideas in neckwear, and the magmoney your fellow men will remuch
being left over on
pie suggestion carried out in vivid sufficient material
you
gard
with fierce suspicion as a
pockets. Dia
stripes marks one of the new and in- both sides to form the
representative
of big. business."
explains this, the
expensive variety. .This vest, with gram B on the left
at
indicating the point
collar attached, ready to baste on any dotted line
'
:
Offhand Suggestion
is sewn together
material
the
which
small
frock, Bells for a comparatively
"A man is fortunate when his wife
'
at the edge of the card; and C shows
sum.
regards
him as a man whose wisdom
is
that
satin
piece
of
Bhape
of
the
Another pretty suggestion is a de- the
turned over and .sewn down at the can always be depended on."
cided novelty of the season, made of lower edge and forms ' pne of the
"Yes." replied Mr. Growcher; "but
a lightweight linpockets. These pockets are, by the that confiding faith can be carried too
en,
the edges
way, finished off at the openings with far. It's embarrassing to have your
and revers béing
a pink and white silk cord, which is wife tell the company that dinner will
scalloped in a colcarried into three loops in the center, be fifteen Or twenty minutes, late, and
ored floss. The
and the whole thing is outlined with that while they are waiting you will exrest fastens down
more of the same silk cord carried plain all about the tariff and banking
the front with
into two loops at each of the lower and currency." large pearl butcorners. The upper corners are ornatons. These vests
THEY'D HAVE BEEN EXTINCT.
mented with little bows of pale pink
are rather expenlong loop of ribbon is
a
and
ribbon,
sive, but can be
provided for suspending this decoraTinn n ii i) it n n u y? r
made very inexwall.
the
from
article
little
tive
pensively by the
The design which appears upon
woman with nimeach of the pockets consists of a pale
ble fingers.
pink blossom, with a yellow center,
Among the
in varineckwear we alsa come across a nov- and nine leaves embroidered A gives
Diagram
green.
of
elty in the way of neck ruffs, if by ous shades
outline,
such name this little collarette can be this design very clearly in
worked
easily
be
quite
can
and
it
styled. In reality it is merely a little
our
illustration.
from
choker collar of ribbon covered with
plaited chiffon, while the top is finished with a narrow edging of ostrich
Adornment of Slippers.
plumes.' This collar, which is carCrescent-shapebuckles, studded
ried out in the prescribed colors with
Imitation
and
rhlnestones
of the- season, fastens on one side sapphires or other stones, are worn at
with a coquettish little bow.
the side of dress slippers as a finish
Gay Roman stripes still play a to the narrow instep strap. They are
prominent part in the season's fan- very dainty and attractive. Another
cies, as Illustrated by one of the new new BliDDer adornment is. the minebelts, which show a combination of stone stud, formed of a single large
vamp
leather and rhinestone and worn in the front
top.
ine
brightly colored na upar as Dossible to the
Mrs. Baikbeen You had no ances
striped silk. The stud looks particularly well with the
belt and buckle brocade slipper, now so mucn m vogue tors! Mine landed . on- - Plymouth
Rock!
are-silk, while
Baikbeen Yes, and I wish Ply
tabs of the leathr.'ninn to Suit Your Eves.
a
by
Rock had landed on your anmouth
er are suggested
you
tb
that
occur
ever
Did it
for ornamenting fiimni matter of dress the color ol cestors.' ..
changed?
The your eyes can be perceptibly
the front.
v
new belts con- For instance, blue eyes are deepened
Too Much..
tinue to be ex- by wearing certain shades of blue A young theologian named Fiddle ...
Refused to accept his degree,
treme In' width, Tha writer knows a girl whose Inno
said he, " 'tis enough to be Fiddle,
"For,"
but are soft and pliable, crushing into cent hazel eyes turn an unmistakable
Without being Fiddle, D. D."
graceful folds.
green when he wears a green blouse,
A Kindness.
For novelty in footwear we must and bo far is it from being unbecom
Young Lady A friend of mine is
hark back to the sixteenth century, ing that her friends consider it the
shoes worn most becominjrcolor.
when the soft,
engaged to a man, and now hé refuses
finished with a
by the women-we- re
to marry her. What would you advise
Crocheted Flowers.
blunt, square toe. The few importher to do?.
Crocheted Bilk corsage flowers are
ed shoes that have arrived here have
Old Lawyer Is the man wealthy?
the appearance of the end of the shoe not new. but they are enjoying a re
Young Lady No, hé hasn't a cent.
are used In
being cut entirely off. They are neith-- . newed popularity
Old Lawyer Then,', I'd advise her
; er pretty nor becoming to the foot, large bunches dh lace collars.
to write him a nice letter of thanks,
.'

RIGHT BACK.'
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both-'bllc-

cream-colore-
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Mr? Collier Down You women have
such a ridiculous habit 'of hollering
"Oh!", on every occasion..
Miss Cutting HIntz And you men
have such a. ridiculous habit of say
ing "I" on every occasion.
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The Happy Farmer.
i

The farmer wears a knowing smile
And Bees the statesmen day by day'
Bhed tears about his prospects while
He keeps on putting coin away.

' A Promoter.
"I'd like to interest you in a business venture that will make us both
rich."
"But I'm a stranger to you. Why
do you wish me to share in this prospective wealth?"
,"I like your looks. I can see that
you are the sort of man I can depend
.
on."
"Well, if you think as much of me
as that, go get riclfci yourself; then
come back and give me a Job."
;.

-

.

of Credit.
'When I left home as a lad," said
Mr. Dubtln Stax, "I had ten dollars In
my pocket."
"Yoxill never forget that day."
"No, sir. It's the only time that I
have felt that I could settle up on a
moment's notice and be absolutely
sure my assets would cash in for more
than my liabilities.".
In

the-Relm-

Not So Coarse.
"Se here, Charley, I don't like that
young fellow who comes , here so
much."
"What's wrong with him, daddy?"
"I'm told he doesn't pay his debts."
"That's a very coarse way of putting
It, daddy." Reginald has merely dea moratorium." Cleveland
clared
Plain Dealer.
-

Too Much.

-

-

of

-

:

high-heele-

.

s

call on that girl again.
Found her giving my chocolates to another chap." "Well, if he called she had to offer
him a few."
"But she was feeding them to him
'
with her own fair hands."

'Til' never

Intricate Mechanism.
"I don't know how to take this
chicken apart,"- declared the bride.
"Well, we tackled an automobile
successfully," said the young husband.
"We ought to be! able to handle a
small. Job like this. Where's the book
of instructions?"
-

-

A

d

Hint.

"Du you thing the future holds any-

thing for me?" asked the shy young
man.

"Why don't you brace, up and hold
Bomethlng yourself in the future," replied the sweet young thing.
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Notice For Publication

The Roy
Restaurant

Department of the interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Mrs Ida E.W ation, Prop.
.
Sept. 29 1914.
Notice is hereby given that Willis
: First Class Meals, Good Rooms,
H Guthmanof Roy ,N. M.whó on Feb.
Emilia Romero Proprietors
13 1908,1
Competent Service.,
made HE Serial 06331
i,
012009
forNJ-SEAdd'l
Great-Wester- g
Block
Si-S21
Sec.
and
WJ SWi
Good Meals. 25 cts
Roy N. M.
Sec 22, Townshipl North Range 20 E
We feed you well and treat you right N. M. P. Meridian,; has filed ... ndtice
Across from the Bank, Roy.N.M. of intention to make final Five year
rejust
proof, to establish claim to the land
potatoes
of
load
Car
'above
described, before F II Foster,
ceived, the best in town, get our
Commissioner
at his office at Roy
U.S.
prices before buying. Goodman
Notice For Publication
New Mexico on the 14 day of Nov.
Ei

vV"V

rail nnd see our new uu ui
fall and winter ladies and Misses
cloaks. They are worth examining whether you purchase or not.

1914.

Department of the Interior,
U, S.

Land

office

:

Notice for Publication.
Department of the Interior.
S. Land Office at Clayton,
Oct.- 16th., 1914.
Mexico.

XT.

-

;

New
:

Notice is heretly given that Alvin
T Cloud of Mosquero NM. who on 3
1
made HE Serial No, 012935 for
13-1-

NW,Sec,17

,

.

Twp 1ÓN. Rng29E,N.M,Pr.. :.
Meridian, has filed
notice
of
intention to make Thiee year Proof, to
establish claim to the land above des
cribed, before D. S- - Durrin U. S.
Commissioner, at his office at Solano, N. M. on the 4th dav rf rw.
,

Claimant names as witnesses,
1914.
H. Goódman
Irvin Ogden Sr
Claimant names as witnesses:
H. "M. West
Jas.M, Baum
,
2
Clarence Driskill
alkoI Roy N. M.
Mark L Woods
Paz Valverde,
Arthur Hazen Raymond Ernest Dris-ki11-- 7
0
Register.
All of Mosauero N. M.
Paz Valverde,
Notice
Register.

at Clayton, N. M.
'

Oct. 12 1914..
Notice is hereby given that David
M Valdez of Albert N. M. who, on
Aug. 2, 1511, made HE Serial No.
Goodman's.
013600 for NEJ&SEJ Sec. 12 Twp 21 N.
Range 28 E. N. M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
Notice of Contest.
three year proof, to establish claim to Department of the Interior,
the land above described before VV.H.
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Department of the Interior,
Willcox U. S. Commissioner, at,
Sept 29, 1914
N. M. his office at Roy,N. M. on the 25 day
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,
Notice is hereby given that Joseph J
of Nov. 1914.
Oct. 7 1914.
&10-- 5
Cox of Roy N.M. who on
'
nn.rts
as witnesses:
names
Claimant
ni
Tínnov
f
. t
n
nr.il
.
HE
No
013453
and
19ll,made
mtiviuuv;
Add'l
TO WlUiara
Al ferino De Herrera 013899'
Jose F.Chavez
SWi-Nfor
unknownContestee:
SC 5 and
You are herebv notified that Len- Eduardo Sandoval Emilio A. Chavez NWJ-SW- J
Roy,
gives
M.
N
who
of
All
Albert
6 ,Twp 19 N Range
Sec.
Armstrong
P.
der
Meridian,
'
27E.
Ms
posuniice
as
has filed notice
M.P.
N,
Mexico,
Paz Valverde,
New
file
in
1914
20th.
to
of
intention
7
4
make final three year
Register,
did on July
approof, to establish claim to the land
this office his duly corroborated
above describee!, before F. H. Foster,
plication to contest apd secure the
Notice For
Entry
homestead,
your
of
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at
cancellation
1908,
11th.
May.
made
Roy, N. M. on the 13th day of Nov.
Number
Serial
NEJ-SInterior,
of
Depatniént
the
and
SJSWi
1914.
for the SE i
21
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M."
SE,NNWi Section 35, Township
Claimant names as witnesses:
M
P.
N.
,
s
Oct. 12, 1914.
North Range 26 E a t
Irv'in Ogden Sr
Al. S Hanson
Meridian, and as grounds for. his Notice is hereby given that ModesCole
B
F
P M Hooper
nt.oet, h alleges that said William to
Lucero of ,Roy,' N,M, who on
commade HE Serial No. 09312 for
N. M.
All of Roy
P. McKinney has wholly failedtó
seekis
he
which
NEJ-NE- J
Sec 23 NJ
ply with the law under
Paz Valverde,
7
Register.
ing title; and that be nas wuuuj NWJ Sec 24 Twp 20 N, Rng 25E
abandoned, said entry that he has NMPM, has filed notice of intention
imto make Final Five-yea- r
proof to esfailed to reside upon cultivate or
menabove
the
to
above
claim
descriland
the
that
tablish
same;
prove the
existed
have
and
ComS
U
bed,
willcox,
before
W.
H.
tioned defects exist
Department of the Interior,
ana
past
M.
years
last
missioner at Roy N.
for more than two
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
.
on the 25th day of Nov. 1914.
up to the date hereofSept. 29, 1914.
You are, therefore, further notified
ClaimanHiames as witnesses,
John
Notice is hereby given that
tv.Qt. the sairl allegations will be taken Felix Gonzales
Luis Gonzales Baker
New
Roy,
of
Mexico
on
who
' Fidel Gonzales
by this office as having been confessed Note Lucero
1 9,
1908
5,1913
June
made
HE.
Feb.
by you, and your said entry will be
all of Albert, N, M,
06385 and Add'l 016023 fcrthe NEJ
canceled, thereunder withput further
Paz Valverde,
beand NWJ Sec. 21, Twp.20N, Rng. 27 E
right to be heard therein, either
Register.
,
N M P Meridian
fore this office or on appeal, if you
has filed notice of iLtention
fail to file in this office within twenty
final
three year proof, to estab
make
to
publication
days after the. FOURTH
Notice
Publication.
for
to
claim
the
land above described,
lish
your
of this notice, as shown below,
H.
U S. CommisF,
Foster.
before
meetDepartment of the Interior. .
answer, under oath, specifically
M. on
his
Roy
office
at
at
sioner
. N.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.,
ing and responding to these allega1914.
Oct. 5, 1914. the 13th day of Nov.
tions of contest, or if you fail within
' Claimant names as
proof
due
office
witnesses;
Notice is hereby given that' Refigio
that time to file in this
your
of
copy
a
served
N
Wm Bowman
formerly
have
Church
Mestas
of
Solano
you
Boulware
W
R
that
either
contestant
said
on-6M.
the
N.
1908,
who
O
No.
HE
on
made
Hoskins
J W Johnson
Clarence
answer
mail.
registered
by
07006
J
25494 Serial
for Ni SE1
in person or
all of Roy, N, M.
SEJ-NSection 28
service is made by the delivery of
Paz Valverde
a copy of your answer to the contest- Twp 18 N. Range 26 E. N. M. P
Register.
ant in person, proof of such service Meridian has filed notice of intention
must be either the said contestant's to make Five Year Proof , to establish
Cutting of Timber on
written acknowledgment of his receipt plaim to the land above described, be
Homesteads v
of the copy, showing the date of its f o r e U. S. Commissioner D S.
receipt, or the affidavit of the person Durrin at his office, at SolanoN. M.
by whom the delivery was made stat- on the 20th day of Nov. 1914.
Under the Act of congress of June 3
dewas
copy
the
where
and
ing when
1878 and Mar. 3, 1891, Settlers are enClaimant names as witnesses:
mail,
registered
by
livered; if made
Pedro Narbaez
Dionicio Lucero titled to procure not to exceed $50.00
value-- in
proof of such service must consist of Leopoldo Andrada
Nieves Madrid worth of timber Stumpage
whom
by
person
of
the
necessity
the
affidavit
without
year,
one
the.
any
all of Solano N. M.
the copy was mailed stating when and
of filing application therefor, though
Paz Valverde, the postoffice to. which it was mailed,
notice of intention to procure shonld
must
accompanied
be
Register,
and this affidavit
be filed in this office, copies of forms
by the postmaster's receipt for the
of such notice ar supplied free by this
Cattle In Brazil,
'
'
letter.
While there are no reliable statistics Where more than $50.00 worth of timanswer
your
state
in
should
You
of the pastoral industry in Brazil, it is ber Is desired application should be
to
which
postoffice
the
estimated that there are 30,000,000 cat made to this office.
the name of
be
to
sent
to
notices
tie in the country.
'you desire future
Theo N. Espe,
youChief of Santa Fe Field Division.
Register
Pas Val verde,
The Capable Woman.
Date of 1st publication, Oct 17 1914
Most of 'Em Do.
capable
woman will always
The
'
'
,
"
24, "
2d
"Dear me, it's bo hard to buy for a
have a baby to nurse, and the baby
'
"
3d
James man." "Yes, I hate to spend the
will
be her husband.
í
"
7
Nov
'.'
4th
Stephen.
money that way, too."
. .,
'8-2-

9--

'

10-1-

For Publication.

10-2- 4

NJ-NW-

J,

11-2-

10-1-

.

Department of Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton N. M
":

W

Oct. 16 1914.

NJ-N-

Si-N-

1

Ñotice for Publication

.

,

ll

.

Ei

11-1-

Re-Publicati-

10-27--

igiivitu

..wvivv

1' ureol
.
.
Shrum
.
of Mosauero, N.M. who on June
1st 1910, made HE Ser. No 011443. for
Wi Sec,5 Iwp, 13NRng29ENMP. M.
has filed notice of intention to make
Three Year Proof to establish claim to
the land above described, beforeJD. S
Durriin, U.S. Commissionerat So.ano
N. M. on the 5th day of Dec, 1914.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Hard R. shrum
Ed L. Fuller
James D. Beem
Robert Lonsfnrd
All of Mosquero,

SEJ-SEiSec.- 14

11--

10-1- 0

Notice For Publication

guru mat

10

2411-2-

N. M.

Paz Valverde,
Register.

1

Notice to Homesteaders

-

"

-

is

NEJ-SW-

10-1- 0

V

,

1

"

-

:

:

'

31"

ÍJL-- 7

U. S. Land Office,

Santa Fe, N. M,
Sept. 21,
The act of Congress approved Aug
22, '14, provides that the five month's
absence in each year allowed by the
first proviso to Sec. 2291, may, at the
option of the Homesteader, be divided
into two periods but leave of absence
shall not total more than five months
each year. Notice of beginning and
end of each absence.
Francisco Delgado, Register.

Notice to the Public
On account of the heavy movement
of grain and other crops, the railroad
companies traversing this state urge
the necessity of all shipper. expediting
the movement of same by prompt releasing of cars at destination,' and the
loading of all cars to their maximum
capacity in order to prevent a scarcity
of cars for shipment of crops and
'
other freight. '
All shippers will be rendering a commendable public service by complying
with the desires of the railroad companies in this respect and this Commission would urge that this be done in
gvery. instance possible,. On account
of the war situation and the blockading of exports at water terminals
manv cars are tied up for extensive
periods, and those in service between
inland points are urged to be released
promptly, and loaded to capacity.
STATE CORPORATION COMMIS.

SION.

.

Santa Fe N.M. August
Best Aid.

13 1914..
.

Great works are performed not by
strength but by perseverance. Samuel Johnson.
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PROFITABLE
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DRY HOUSE PLAN
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OF

VARIETIES

meniiwoscii'I

Meat or Form th
Foundation of a Most Substantial Soup.

May Accompany

BOYS' SHOES

$2.25, $2.50
$3.00 4 $3.60

Paninnt

T

I

"

J
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l- bInterior View of Seed Corn House at Piketon, Ohio.
The profits to be derived from the
good preservation of seed corn have
been put to practical tests by the office of corn investigations of the"
United States Department of Agriculture. The cuts show a building
constructed solely for the purpose of
preserving seed corn. It has a concrete basement and flue. Warm air
passes from the basement through
openings in the floor, ascends through
the corn, and escapes "through venti.
lators.
This house was constructed at a
cost of $500, and in one year returned
to the farm $1,500 in profit, due to a
increased acre yield on 740
acrés planted with seed corn dried
and stored in it. These figures were
obtained as the result of 17 separate
tests. The owner of the farm on
which this test was made was not
fully satisfied with it because it was
made on small plats, and he therefore made more extensive tests. At
time in November he
selected two bushels of seed,' placing
one bushel in a crib and the other
dry house.
bushel in the seed-corplanter
In the spring with a two-rohe planted four rows 1,280 feet long
and ZYé feet apart with the seed kept
in the dry house; then four rows with
the seed kept in the crib. This he repeated seven times, making eight
tests in all in which four, rows planted
with one lot of seed were compared
with the adjoining four rows planted
with the other lot of seed. At harvest time four rows yielded a wagon
load of ears, which constituted a
weighing. From the seed kept in the
crib there were produced 15,265
pounds, while from seed kept in dry
house there were produced 16,255
pounds. Each row of the latter produced uniformly more than each row
of the former.
These results are the same as in
the tests of the department where
the rows were thinned to the same
stand of stalks.
The experiménts emphasize the fact
that the productiveness of the stalks
Is more important than the number.
Full stands can be obtained by the
heavy planting of weak! seed. Good
yields cannot be obtained In this
way. The most expensive seed to
plant is that from which a stand of
stalks can be obtained but from which
a good yield cannot be obtained.
The stand of stalks bears the same
relation to the grain yield as the number of trees in an orchard bears to
the amount of fruit produced. Productivity as well as number must be
considered.
Stirring Milk to Cool It
The importance of stirring milk
while being cooled has been demon- -'
strated In experimenta conducted by
five-bush-

corn-gatherin-

g

n

w

-

the United States Department of
When the cans of milk are
merely set in cold water the cooling
process is very slow, much too Blow,
in fact, to be at all satisfactory to a
progressive dairyman. In particulai
the milk' at the top of the can above
the level of the water is hardly affected at all.' The cold milk, being
heavier than the warm, will remain at
the bottom of the can, while the
warmer and lighter milk stays at the
top. Ultimately, of course, the entire
canful, will acquire the same temperature, but this will require such a long
period of time that for practical purposes stirring is now regarded as indispensable.
In one experiment it was found that
the milk at the top of the can above
the level of the surrounding water
was from five to six degrees warmer
than the rest of the canful. 'In con
sequence, bacteria developed at a
higher rate at the top.' When the
milk became mixed later the ' in
creased number of the bacteria in the
warmer portion resulted in hasten
ing the soaring of the entire canful.
To Improve the Farm Egg of the
Agri-cultur- e.

"'',...'

West
If the farmer, the country mer
Middle

from
.

the fire.
HOWIE

HELPS

The furniture will be improved by
being wiped off occasional; with a
cloth dipped in linseed oil.
The short grass trjmmlngs from the
lawn make very good feed for .fowls.
To save face towels put a hanger on
both sides of the towel and you will
find that instead of one end wearing
and the other remaining unworn, both
ends will wear evenly. '
One quart of flour made up Into
baking powder biscuits will .make
from twelve to fifteen, áccordlng to
the size of the cutter.
When using whipped cream if you
add the white of an egg to the cream
and whip with it, it requires less
cream and is more delicate in taste
and flavor.
Washing Jap silk" blouses, a
of methylated spirit, added
to two pints of water, gives Just the
sufficient stiffness required "and saves
starching or ironing, when too wet

chant and cash buyer, the railroad
shipper will give speand the car-lo- t
cial attention to certain points in the
marketing and handling of eggs in the
middle West, the farm egg of that
section may be greatly improved, ac
cording to the United States Depart
ment of Agriculture.
Here are some suggestions which
each individual factor in the process
may follow with profit t.o the whole:
Nutritious Vegetables.
Beans make a good substitute for
Suggestions for the Farmer.
meat for those who can digest them,
1. Improve your poultry stock.
but require, ae a rule, about twice the
2. Keep one of the general-purposquantity of weights
breeds, such as the Plymouth Rock,
Squash, turnips, spinach, lettuce can
Wyandotte, Orpington or Rhode
be eaten in .moderation, according to
Island Red.
the degree with which the Individual
3. Provide one clean, dry, vermin- can digest them.
free nest for every four or five hens,
When an excess of meat Is eaten the
4. Conclude all hatching by June 1 liver, kidneys and other organs are
and sell or confine male birds during overworked in burning it up and eet- the remainder of the summer.
ting rid of the ashes.
5. Gather eggs once daily' during
As a people Americans eat entirely
ordinary times and twice daily during too much meat, ' particularly Jn hot
hot or rainy weather.
weather, and waste much money and
6. In summer place eggs as soon as health thereby.
gathered in a cool, dry room.
7. Use all small and dirty eggs at
Pork Apple Pie.
home.
your platter with rich piecrust
Line
8. Market eggs frequently, twice a
and put a layer of apple, then one
week if possible, during the summer, of all fat pork shaved as thin as you
9. In taking eggs to market protect can possibly shave it,
then repeat till
them from the sun's rays.
plate ie full enough, then sprinkle a
.10. In selling, Insist that the trans little salt over top of apples, lafrge
action be on a quality basis, for if half cupful sugar, pinch of cinnamon
care has been given the eggs, this or use nutmeg to taste. Cover with
system will yield more money to the top crust, brush over with milk and
producer.
bake.

shoes

-

92.60, $3. $3.50
$3.75, $4, $4.53
imd $5.00

A puree may be either an accom- -

tn Tnon f j fjjm h ÍCUHdl"
tion of a substantial soup. Whatever
vegetable is turned into a puree must
first be well boiled, tBen passed
through a sieve a work demanding
patience, it Is true. The puree will
then have a little butter and season
ing added to it, cream or the yolks
of eggs, or some gravy sauce, according to what meat it accompanies.
A puree of chestnuts accompanies
veal or poultry and requires the' addition of a little thick cream. A puree
of white haricot beans accompanies
roast mutton.
A puree of Borrel or spinach, or
both combined, is really nicest when
served without meat and placed In individual cocottes or in shells of fried
bread. After passing the spinach, etc.,
through the sieve it is beaten up with
a little butter and cream and liberally
seasoned. It should not be boiled
more than just enough to cock it ten
der, and then it will keep its color
and flavor.
Cucumbers, marrows, turnips, arti
chokes and pumpkins all make deli
cious purees, sweet or savory. Anoth
er delicious puree of 'small white
onions and new potatoes makes a
dainty dish, If sufficient cream is add
ed, and the mixture is put into small
china dishes and browned on top.
The puree destined for serving
alone or as an accompaniment to
meat must be kept thick, yet smooth;
the puree that forms the foundation
of a soup is lengthened out to make a
sufficient quantity , by adding to it
meat or vegetable stock, and milk or
cream, or milk or eggs, etc. The eggs
and cream should not be put in. until
after the puree is cooked and taken

DOUGLAS

17. L.

Over

IPO
Btylu

IV

J

J--

f
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of

J

V

CAN SAVE MONET BY
r YOU
WEARING W. L DOUGLAS SHOES.

,

ran

W. Ii. Douelaa taaa guaranteed th
For 81
valua by having his name and th retail prica
tamped on the sole before the ahoea leave the factory. Thl protects the wearer affalnit high price
for inferior shoe of other make. W. L. Dougla
lioe are always worth what jrou ray for them. It

yon could tee how carefully W. L, Douglaa shoes are
made, and the high grade leathers need, you would then
understand why they look better, tit better, hold their
shape and wear longer than other makes for the prlos.
If the Vf. L DoiiKias shoes are not for sale In your
vicinity, order direct from factory. Shoes sent every.
Where. I'ostnge free In (he U. S. Write for lllua.
Vutnlna showing how to order by mail.
trated
W. I D0LULA8, 210 Spark Bu, Brockton, Mass.'

Of Course Not.

Yabsley My" car has drop forgings.
üabsley What are drop forgings?
Yabsley I don't know.
Dallas
News.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets first put up
years ago. They regulate and invigorate
stomach, liver and bowels.
tiny granules. Adv.

40

Sugar-coate-

d

Thought Him rresh.
He I'm not earning my salt.
She That's unfortunate, when you
"""
need-sal- t
so badly.

F you feel that
you are smoking
too many cigars,

try Fatima cigarettes. They cost
less, last longer, and are
more wholesome.

for rrizrsjr ir4

tea-spoonf-

'

e

.

-
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SUSSES
C
A GOOD GOUPLEKIOU
GUARANTEED.

USEZ0ÜA POMADE

the beauty powder compressed with healing
agents," yon will never be annoyed by pimples, blackheads or facial blemishes. If
not satisfied after thirty days' trial your
dealer will exchange for 50c in other goods.
Zona has satisfied for twenty years try it
at our risk. At dealers or mailed, 50c.Z8HA COKPAHT. VflEHITA, KAKSAS

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron
and it will not injure the finest fabric. For
laundry purpose sit has no equal 16 oz.
package 10c 3 more starch for same money.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha, NebrasU
1--

CandidalesSend$lSS
the PIOTUBB SHOWS of
Tor

tt. 1.

SjjuUU Co.,

your own town,

3400 16th Stfeot, líenva

-
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at Albuquerque.

mills.

Ros-well- ls

.

Mouhtainair parties are preparing
to ship seven cars of beans.,
A driving horse was stolen from
'
Colonel Reeves at Endee..
Broom corn is selling in Tucumcari

to $100 per ton.
A class of twenty took the Scottish
Rite degrees In Masonry at Santa .Fé.
During State Fair week fourteen
conventions were held in Albuquerque.
The Deaf and Dumb Institute at
Santa Fé has .an enrollment of forty.
Judge G. U. McCrary has received
his commission as postmaster at

at from

$G5

Ar-tesi- a.

,

W. J. Rain has finished the fireguard plowing between Rock Island
and Boise.

true bills were reported
to Judge Pope by the grand jury at
,
V
Santa Fe.
.
The.Lakewood section has shipped
ninetéen cars of tomatoes thus far
this season.
Wesley ' T. Williams of Blackdom
has resigned as United States commissioner.
Twenty-threcars-- , of cattle were
shipped by Cole Railston from Magdalena for points east. v
J. W. Johnson,. the the Rock Island
district, Is busy filling a large pit
suo ror winter use.
It is reported at Santa Fé that the
federal grand jury found three indictments in white slave cases.
One hundred and ten babies were
entered in" the Better Baby contest at
the State Fair at Albuquerque.
Thirteen people were killed within
the state during the year, owing to accidents on the Santa Fe railroad.
Three cars of honey havé been
shipped from Farmington. The average price is about $2.75 per case.
The Santa. Fe railroad operates in
New Mexico 1,377.85 miles of main
line track 'and 43.32 miles of spurs.
The enrollment of students 'at the
State School of Mines at Socorro this
year is 20 per cent larger than last
year.
It is claimed that 3,000 Indians were
in attendance at the Shiprock Indian
fall iirlifrtVi Tiro o fia mrvat ailiODClClf 111
ever held.
me vuuui cuiuuiusiuuci o lía. tj expropriated $500 toward a display to be
made at the San Diego exposition
...
irom yuay county.
The' walls of the Catholic church at
Capitán are nearly completed and
the adobes are being fast laid for
the Baptist cnurcn.
Francisco Parra was sentenced by
Judge Neblett at Santa FÓ to from
fifty to one hundred years in the penitentiary for murder.
More than 3,000 acres of Soudan
grasá were planted this year in the
vicinity of Lubbock, and. the acreage
will be increased next year.
The numerous fairs held in the state
this fall is strong evidence of the
great prosperity that has attended on
the efforts of all interested in its diverse resources.
The State Board of Equalization has
given out its report concerning the
valuation of the state subject to taxation. The total is $89,203,939, as compared with $91,745,709 last year.
The mines furnished the bulk of the
freight on the Santa Fe railroad in
New Mexico during the past twelve
months. Of this, coal exceeded all
other shipments.
Forty-tw- o
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FORESTS

BUG $9,890

GOES DIRECT TO COMMON
SCHOOL FUND.

SUM

:

Western Newspaper Union News Service.
DATES FOR COMING EVENTS
Meeting "State Teachers'
Nov."

22

Causa for Doubt.
James A. Patten, the noted wheat
operator, said to a 'reporter. In New
,
York; "
..,
"Edward Bok and other dress psychologists declare that this war la
going to transfer the fountainhead of
women's fashions from France to the
United States. Well, on the Finland,
on the way back home from the war
zone, I noticed "a 'thlng or two that
made me have my doubts.
"For example, I was describing to a
group of women on the promenade
deck one afternoon the way the Belgians had ruined a road into Liege a
road that blew up afterwards and
killed 5,000 Germans. The women all
seemed interested in my description
and when I finished it I said:
"'And now are there any questions
any of you women would like to ask?'
Balti"A pretty and
more woman said anxiously:
" 'Can you-te- ll
us, Mr. Patten, if
Paris had got all her fall fashions eut
before the war came on?"
"
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Amount Derived From Timber Sales
in School Lands in National . JUDGE CURED, HEART' TROUBLE.
Forests in New Mexico.
I took about 6 boxes of Dodda Kidney Pills for Heart Trouble from
which I had suffered for 5 years. I
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
dizzy spells, my eyes puffed,
had
Santa Fe. Uncle Sam enriched the
my breath was

state treasury with $43.634.93, this
sum being received In the shape of a
treasury warrant, as New Mexico's
share of the national forest income.
The sum of $9,890.94 went direct into
the common 'school fund, being derived from timber sales on school land
sections within the national forests In
New Mexico. The remaining $33,743.89
was distributed among the various
counties in proportion to the area of
national forests within their boundof this will go into
aries. One-hal- f
f
county
school fund and
the
into the road fund, except in the cases
of Socorro and Grant counties, whose
good roads proportion goes into the
state road fund as per agreement.
The sums derived from each national forest are as follows: Gila,
Datil, $5,936.84; Carson,
Pecos, $4,514.97; Zunl,
Jemez,
Alamo, $1,919.00;
Lincoln, $1,326.45; Manzano,
$1,110.79; Chiricahua, $368.62. The forest income is increasing right along.
Bernalillo county receives $22.71
from the above sum, but Socorro
leads with $7,989.11, Rio Arriba being
second with $5,462.42 and Grant third
with $4,473.93. Eddy gets, only $44.71
and then comes Colfax with $48.41,
Chaves $142.20, Mora $555.34, Torrance $687.99, Sandoval $760.21, Santa
Fe $863.39, Lincoln $1,128.54, Valencia
$1,212.56, Sierra $1,263.50, Otero
Taos $2,204.08, San Miguel
one-hal-

Seeking Information.
In motor
Bob Burman, record-holdecar racing, tells the following story:
Recently I was talking with a woman whose husband has acquired considerable wealth suddenly, and who
was quite new to the social world and
its customs. She was particularly
anxious to appear as if accustomed
to all the luxuries of life.
"Have you purchased your new car
this season?" I asked. "No, Mr. Burman, not yet," she said.
"I can't make up my mind Just which
make of car to buy. Maybe you will
help me."
"What is it that you cannot decida
about them?" I asked.
"Why, ' I can't ' decide whether I
should get a gasoline or a limousine
car. Tell me, does limousine smell
as bad as gasoline?" Everybody's
r

Magazine.

0;

0;

2;

0;

9,

short and I had
chills and backache. I took the
pills about a year
ago and have had
no return of the
palpitations. Am
now 63 years old,
able to do lots of
manual labor, am
Judge Miller."
well and hearty and weigh about
200 pounds. I feel very grateful that
I found Dodda Kidney Pills and you
may publish this letter if you wish. I
Bin eerving my third term as Probate
Judge of Gray Co. , Tours truly,
PHILIP MILLER, Cimarrón,1 Kan.
Correspond with Judge Miller about
this wonderful remedy.
Dodda Kidney Pills, 50c. per box at
your dealer or Dodda Medicine Co.,
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Household
Hints, also music of National Anthem
(English' and German words) and re
cipes for dainty dishes. All 3 sent free.
-

Adv.
A man Is seldom worth as much or
as little as people think he is.
-

a

,

There are times when every man is
villain in his thoughts.

deep-dye- d

Many a man has fractured his skull
by a fall from the tree of knowledge.

.

0,

McKinley $2,614.90.

Natural History.
,
October Crop Report.
"What is natural history?" asked
Santa Fe. The bureau of crop stathe teacher of a small pupil.
"I guess," said the small pupil, "that tistics, furnishes the following estiit's the kind where people are always mate as of Oct. 1, on New Mexico
fighting and killing each other," was crops:
Bushels.
CORN
the unexpected reply.
2.690,000
Oct. 1 forecast.
Sept. 1 forecast, 1914
HiS'SSS
.

1914-.......-

FOUND OUT.

A

Things Being Equal,
"Mother," asked Tommy, "is it correct to say that you 'water a horse'
'
when he is thirsty?"
"Yes, my dear," said his mother.
"Well, then," said Tommy, picking
up a saucer, "I'm going to milk thfl
cat" Ladles Home Journal.
...

..

1,572,000

Final. 1913

WHEAT
Trained Nurse Discovered It Effect Preliminary
estimate, 1914 ...H2?'S22
.1,221,000
Final, 1913

OATS
better position to know Preliminary
estimate,
the value of food and. drink than a Final, 1913

No one is in

1914

V

trained nurse.
Speaking of coffee, a nurse in Pa'.,
writes: "I used to drink strong coffee myself, and suffered greatly from
headaches and Indigestion.
"While on a visit to my brothers I
had a good chance to try Postum, for
they drank it altogether in place of
coffee. After using Postum two weeks
I found, I was much benefited and
finally my headaches disappeared and
also the indigestion.
"Naturally I have since used Postum
among my patients, and have noticed
a marked benefit where coffee has
been left oft and Postum used.
"I observe a curious fact about
Postum when used by mothers. It
greatly helps the flow of milk in cases
where coffee is Inclined to dry it
up, and where tea causes nervousness.
"I find trouble in getting servants
to make Postum properly. But when.
It is prepared according to directions
on package and served hot with
certainly a" delicious bevcream, it
erage."
Name given by Postum Co., Battle
Read "The Road to
Creek, Mich.
Wellville," in pkgs.
Postum comes in two forms: .
Postum must be .well
Regular
and 20c packages.
15c
boiled.
Is a soluble powder.
Postum
Instant
A teaspoonful dissolves quickly in a
cup of hot water and, with cream and
sugar, made a delicious beverage In'
stantly. 30c and 50c tins.
The cost per cup of both kinds is
'
about the same. "There's a Reason" for Postum.
by Grocers.
,

.
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POTATOES

Oct.

Sept.

1
1

forecast,
forecast

Final,

1913

Oct.

forecast.

APPLES
1

1914
1914

........

Final, 1913
ALFALFA SEED
of full
Production,
of full
Production,
CABBAGE
of full
Production,
of full
Production,
ONIONS
of full'
Production,
of full
Production,

And is Restored to Health by
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound

Euphemia, Ohio. '.'Because of total
of how to care for myself
Ignorance
1,940,000
.1.500,000 When verging into womanhood, and from
taking cold when going to school, I sufUOO.OOO
fered from a displacement, and each
MJHSS
612,000
month I bad severe pains and nausea
m-1from work
which always meant a lay-o800'922
650,000

1914

....

Tons."
510,000
399.000

.

'

crop, 1914
crop, 1913....
crop, 1914..,.
crop, 1913..,.

75
85

crop, 1914....
crop, 1913....

95

93
80
83

Smith Honored by Odd Fellows.
Albuquerque. Officers were elected
by the Grand Lodge of the Independent Order of Odd Fellows. There
was a large attendance of delegates.
Grand Master T. M. EUwood presided.
The election resulted as follows:
Grand master, C. Burt Smith of No.
deputy grand master,
1, Artesia;
Victor L. Minter of Eddy Lodge No.
grand warden, J. R.
21, Carlsbad;
Whitesides of Harmony Lodge No. 1,
Albuquerque; grand secretary,, N. E.
Stevens of No. 1, Albuquerque; grand
treasurer, J. I. Sloane of No. 8, Raton;
representative to the sovereign grand
lodge, T. M. Elwood of No. 4, Las Vegas; member board of trustees, Frank
Talmadge. Jr., of No. 3, Hagerman.
Arrested on
Silver City. John T,. Oglesby, a
partner in the C. & O. Mining Company, operating the Langston mine at
Pinos Altos and until recently superintendent of that mine, has been
on' a charge of larceny of ore
from that mine.
e.

DOCTOR'S ADVICE

ff

1914

Sept. 1 forecast, 1914
Final, 1913
jlAY
Preliminary estimate,

A NURSE TAKES

for two to four days from the time I
was 15 years old.
" I went to Kansas to live with my sister and while there a doctor told me of
the Pinkham remedies but I did not use
them then as my faith in patent medicines was limited. After my sister died
I came home to Ohio to live and that
has been my home for the last 18 years.
"TheChange of Life came when I was
47 years old and about this time I saw
condition Dlainlv described
mv anhvsical
r
in one of your advertisements. Then I
began using Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and I cannot tell you
or any one the relief it gave me in the
first three months. It put me right
where l need not lay on every monui
and during the last 18 years I have not
paid out two dollars to a doctor, and have
been blest with excellent health for
of my age and I can thank Lydia
V. THnVhom 'nVptrAtaMA f!mriTWnnrt f or it.
"Since the Change of Life is over 1
have been a maternity nurse and being
wholly
I cannot over
estimate the value of good health. I
have now earned a comfortable little
home just by sewing and nursing. I
have recommended the Compound to
many with good results, as it is excel
lent to take before and after childbirth." Miss Evelyn Adelu. Stewart, Euphemia, Ohio.
If yon want special advice write to
lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co. (conil
dential) Lynn, Mass Your letter will
be openedf read and answered1 by a
woman ana held In strict confidence
awo-wom-

self-supporti- ng

W. N. U., DENVER, NO.

43-19- 14.
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What will it profit the people
to return the Republican party
to power?
What constructive program
has it to announce? How much
of a great work of this adminis-tiowill it undo?
Would it repeal the Federal
Reserve Act and reestablish its
antiquated banking and currency
system?
Would it repeal the Income Tax

ill JIM

n

,

!

!

A

vüyui WW MSS

o

linas anweo
Call and see them. Low Prices.

w aMom

Law?
Would it take a backward step
as to the parcel post?
Would it attempt a new revi

sion of the tariff and subject the
business and industry of the
country to another period óf un
'
',
rest?
:
Would it restore Schedule Kof
the Payne-AldricTariff Law?
Would it again tax the people
100 per cent on their woolen
clothing?
Would it again tax the people
$120,000,000 a year on sugar?
Would it put down the conduits
connecting the special interests
with the seat of government that
Wood row Wilson has taken upV
Wonld it welcome back ti
Washington the hoard of lobbyist for special privileges that he
has drven out?
.

New Fall Stock now on display

h

Call and see our line of

Ladies' and Misses' Cloaks,
Men's and Young Men's Suits
New Stock of Dry Goods

For first class cistern and silo
cement wok see Rocq Reeder.
Nice man todo business with and
terms reasonable.
,

We are now in a position to fill orders for
all kinds of lumber and building material.

Irvin Ogden Jr. has threshed
over 20 0000 pounds of beans this
fall with his little thresher and
is probably a little oven half
done with bean threshing. He
expects as much or more cane
feterita etc. to thresh after the
beans are done and ii he finishés
in time will get a cornsheller and
fee grinder to use the rest of
the winter.

Goodmain
Me

.

Ñ

Heiffers for Sale
I have a bunch of nice two and
three year old heifers for sale.
Anyone interested call on or
addsess
Otis Blford
Box 792 Tucumcari N. M.
.

'

T4pd

BARBER SHOP

Statement of the, ownership New Bath Room
and management of Spanish-Americ- an
date Fixtures.
Editor, Managing Editor Business Manager, Publisher and
Owner: Irvin Ogden Sr.,Roy N.
'

M.

.

and

up-t- o

A modern Barber Shop.

Tucumcari Hospital

Mortgagees, and other security Modern Equipment,
; Largest X.Ray Coil in N. M.
holders Roy Trust and Savings
Graduate Nurses.

;
Bank.
Drs. Noble & Doughty,
Sworn to' and subscribed be: N.M
fore me this 19th day of Oct.1914 TUCUMCARI, :
A. S. Hanson,
Anything in the wagon and
Notary Public.
mpiement line at woodman's.

'
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;

;
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THE ROY
C. A. ARMOUR, Prop.

Roy ,N. M.
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Some Facts Concerning
Your VVtHch
THE BALANCE WHEEL, in modern watches,
makes one revolution each time the watch ticks.
The watch ticks o times each second; 300 times in
one minute; 18,000 times in one hour; 432,000 times in
one day, and 157,680,000 times in one year.

A Variation of

Part

in the vibration of the hair spring which controls the
balance wheel will make a difference oí 15 min. per day.
If the watch owner will stop to think a moment he
will see that it is necessary to give his watch good
treatment in order to get good time but of it.

J. S. ALBERTSON, Jeweler

'

THE SPMTISItAimmOAlt.

BRITISH SOLDIERS TELL STORIES OF
THRILLING EXPERIENCES AT FRONT
English Cavalry Gave Good Account of Itself: at Mons, Cutting
Heavier Men Than Its
"Through Much Heavier Mounts-an;
Personnel Contained Vivid Description of Naval En- -

three-funnele- d

gagemcnt Off Helgoland.
ferent .stables a mile apart, and put
French 'fittings' on tneni, so as to deceive the. enemy. He thinks we are
well away from the main body of the
German army moving in the direction
of Paris, but will not hear of our
"
the lads are as keen as mustard. leaving here for, at. least three days.
There is no holding them back. At But I cried, 'Cure, we are deserters!'
The old man wept and said: 'DesertMons We were under General
no,; no saviors, saviors; you
ers:
and horses and men positively
flew at the Germans, cutting through have rescued France from the tor:
much heavier mounts and heavier ments of slavery.'
'
"However, we have now secured
men than ours. The yelling and the
dash of the lancers" and the dragoon complete disguises as French
baggy 'corduroy
trousers,
guards was a thing never to be forgotten. We loBt very heavily at Mons, blue shirts, boots, stockings, belt, hat,
and it is a marvel how some of our cravat, everything to match and, as
fellows pulled through and positively we have not shaved for two weeks,
frightened the enemy. We did some and are bronzedjvith the sun-- 1 think
terrible execution, and our wrists that the corporarand myself can pass
were feeling the strain of heavy riding anywhere as French peasants, if only
before sunset. With our tunics unbut- he will leáve all the talking to me.
toned, we had the full use of our right One thing I must -- tell you.'
"The' two wounded soldiers don't
arms for attack and defense.
"After Mons, I went with a small wish us to leave them, because I am
party scouting, and we again engaged interpreter, and not a soul speaks
about twenty cavalry, cut off frorn English in the village. So we have
their, main body. We killed nine, explained to the cure that we shall
wounded six, and gave chase to the stay here until our comrades are able
remaining five, who, in rejoining their to walk, and then the party of four
unit, nearly were the means of trap- will push our way out somewhere on
ping us. However, our men dispersed horseback and get to the coast. The
and hid in a wood until they fell in sacristan at once offered to be our
with a squadron of the
and bo guide, and it is arranged that .we take
reached camp in safety. After that a carrier's wagon which travels in
a smart young corporal accompanied this district and drive our own horses
me to reconnolter," and we went too in it, and pick up two additional
far ahead and were cut off in a part mounts at a large village on the way
' .;;
of the country thick with uhlans. As to the coast.
People
Very Kind.
French
we rode in the direction of
two
"We must get back as soon as ever
wounded men were limping along,
both with legs damaged, one from the' we can. Nothing could be" kinder
Middlesex and the other from the than the people here, but this is not
Lancashire fusileers, and so we took what we came to France for, and
hanging about in a French village is
them up.
not exactly, what a EOldier calls
Cure a Grand Sportsman.
'
'cricket
"Corporal Watherston took one be"You cannot imagine how complete
hind his saddle and I took the other.
the
Germans are in the matter of
hungry,
were
to
and tattered
The men
transport. Large automobiles,
rapid
shred3 : with fighting, but in . fine
as
the railway comroies Kvf
such
spirits. We soon came across a small
round Harrogate and Scartowns
for
village, and I found the cure a grand
borough,
like
carry
built
sportsman and full of pluck and hosin
soldiers
60,
batches
of
the
so
that
pitality. He seemed charmed to find
they
are
as
as
paint
fresh
when,
they
was
told
English,
who
and
a friend
get to the front. But in point of num- me tnat tne uermans were aressea
1 imnK one 01 our
r
iae
In the uniforms of British soldiers. J
enemy.
four
match
of
for
hope
the
I
which they took fromlhe dead and
from prisoners in order to deceive tnat tne British public are beginning
to understand what this war means.
French villagers, who in many places
The German is not a toy terrier, but a
in that district had welcomed these
bloodhound
absolutely thirsty for
wolves in sheep's clothing. We were
blood."
warned that the enemy would be sure
Corporal F. Wiskin, of the Ninth
to track us to the village. The cure
in a "letter to a friend,' delancers,
wounded
two
said he would hide the
scribes
action in" which the cavthe
and
crypt
of
church
his
men in the
put up beds for them. It has a secret alry took part on August 24.
"ThiB last two weeks (he says)
trap door, and. was an ancient treaswe
have had it very hard. For the
ure house of a feudal lord, whose
past
ten days we have had about
top
of
castle we saw in ruins at the
fourteen
hours' sleep, and, of course,
by.
the hill close
we do not feel up to much. We had
hid
away
saddlery
our
"Then he
a terrible day
Monday week,
and uniforms in the roof "of the barn, when we chargedlast
the
German guns.
and insisted upon our making a
We
were
heavy
under
shell fire for
of the tower of his church,
five
hours,
and
could
not
move. The
'
which was approached by a ladder, longer we stayed
get cover
trying
to
up
pull
to
to. the belfry
which we wore
.guns worked round our
more
the
got
smugwe
He
there.
as soon as
flanks. We were in a real death trap,
gled in wine and meat and bread and
I th'oüght my last day had come.
and
cakes, fruit and cigarettes,, with It was hell on
earth, we had. nothing
plenty of bedding pulled up by a rope. to do but to run
the gauntlet three
We . slept soundly and the owls times.
; few hours I
During
those
tenants,
'only
other
who
seemed the
had
four
horses,
different
each being
resented our intrusion. No troops shot under me.
I
but
escaped
without
passed through the village that night.
scratch."
a'
In the morning the cure came around
Tells Story of Naval Battle.
at 'six o'clock, and we heard him say
A member of the crew of II. M. S.
mass. After that we let down the
ladder, and he came up rfith delicious Southampton, which played such a
toot chocolate and a basket, of rolls valiant part in the fight off Helgoland, writes to his parents aa follows:
nd butter. :
"We started the first thing in the
placed
in
dif
had
he
"Our horses
London. A noncommissioned officer in the dragoons has sent to a
relative a fine description of the work
being done by British cavalry.
"AH our men, . in fact the whole
British army, are as fit as a fiddle, and
-
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morning, when we had a brutfh with
It was misty and
they were practically invisible, but J
believe they were hit twice before di
appearing in the mist. After that we
turned and steamed out of it, but
were recalled by an urgent wireless
message from one of our ahips which
was in difficulties. Of couree, the ehlp
was Immediately turned, and we proceeded át full epeed to the scene of
'.
operations.
"The enemy turned, out to be a
cruiser, ' somewhat
larger than us.
We immediately
opened fire at a range of 10,000 ta
13,000 yards. The enemy replied and
steamed away from us, but eventually
we ran parallel.
, "Things began to look lively, as we
were putting shells into her at the
rate of five every ten seconds, and six
inch lyddite at that. The shells have
a terrible effect, and fumes from them
kill anyone, within a range of 60
yards, while they set on fire, everything near them. Presently she was
seen to be on fire, and a few minutesshell
afterwards, a beautifully-place- d
put 'paid' to two of her funnels. All
amidships was now a raging fire, and
thfl end rama when her mainmast
went by the board. We Immediately
ceased fire and altered our course, go
ing close 'to her.
Ship Out of Commission.
.,"My !
What a eight she was!
amidships
had made two of
fire
The
and flames and
redhot,
funnels
the
smoke were pouring out of her. Her
port side was like .a sieve. Every gun
was smashed and bent, some looking
round corners, some on their sides
in fact, her whole upper deck was
two destroyers.

rs

-

--

chaos.

"The forebrldge was a tangled mass
of Ironwork, while the wire stays from
the foremast were swinging in the air.
What she waB like inside, heaven
alone knows.
"We passed within two hundred
yards of her, and the only living be
ings on the upper deck, were one man
and what looked
on the quarter-declike a couple of officers standing under what had been the forebrldge.
Many of them had jumped overboard,
a.nd, of course. were rescued, but
these' only totaled seven officers and
79 out of the crew of 400 or 500.
"After this heavy firing was heard
ahead, and we shoi oft again. The
enemy, this time as Another cruiser
similar to the ' previous . one. and
steaming in Une, we repeated the operation, only she blew up and 6ank
before anyone could be saved. While
this was going on another ship approached and gave us a broadside,
which was replied to with interest, to
the effect that she left suddenly Jor
a previous appointment Jn a sinking
condition, it is believed, and In flames.
ThiB makes three ships in about one
hour's actual fighting.
"After this we shot away out of the
danger zone, and proceeded to home
and safety. When we came in all the
8hipsk manned the side and cheered
like madmen."
k

.
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Hero Weeps

at, Death of Son.

Paris. General Bailloud, one of the
heroes of the campaign for the pacification of Morocco, was visiting the
wounded in a hospital when informed
that his son was killed. The general
paled and two large tears rolled down
his cheeks. He then' became as impassive as ever and went on with his
visit.

FROM

THE

SWEET

POTATO

Innumerable "Goodies" May Be Made
by the Housewife Who Gives It
a Little .Thought.
For candied sweet jjotatoes cut

par-

boiled tweet potatoes Into lengthwise
slices and put them in buttered pan.
Cook for two minutes
of a cupful of water and two
of buttfer. Brush the potathree-quarter- s

table-spoonfu-

ls

toes with this bad bake them. Baste
them with the sirup as they cook until
they are well candied.
Sweet potato balls that cause Bur?
prise are these: Season two cupfuls
or baked sweet potatoes that have
been pressed through a colander with
salt and pepper and add a beaten egg
and a little hot cream. Form Into
balls and . into each ' press a pitted
prune into which two walnut meats
have been forced. This prune should
not be visible.
Dip the balls Into
irumbs and egg. Then brown the potato balls in deep fat, drain and serve

it

once.
Scalloped sweet potatoes are made
by slicing parboiled potatoes into a
battered baking dish and covering
white
them with a
sauce. On "top of the sauce put some
melted butter and crumbs and bake
tor about twenty minutes.
well-seasone- d

French fried sweet potatoes are
truly a delicacy. To make them, cut
:n thick lengthwise sections some parboiled sweet potatoes and plunge them
in a frying basket, into deep hot fat
Brown delicately, drain and season
with salt.
GLEANINGS FROM COOK BOOK
of How to Do Certain
Things Will Save Housekeeper
Much Trouble.

Knowledge

Just a suggestion of how to do certain things will often be the means of

saving the housekeeper a great deal of
trouble. Here are a few gleanings
Fivim o tn mmia

sinnlr Virvnlr THhlrti ma

V

prove interesting to some reader.
To .cut cheese smoothly, fold paraf-- ,

Qn'papers over the knife blade.
When making omelets allow one ta-blespoonful of cream or hot water for
each egg.
One cupful of sugar will sweeten
one quart of any mixture which is to
be- served cold or frozen.
.
New' sweet potatoes will not be so
hard and dry if rubbed with butter be
fore baking.
When the white of an egg is beaten
In a frrtth nnri aüñaU tn tha rraam It
will whip more quickly and easily.
After cboking cabbage add to it, Just
before serving, one small half cupful
of thick sour cream. This is much
.

-

.

'
better than vinegar.
When currant bread has been baked,
If it be wrapped in a damp cloth for a
tew days it will not crumble when cutting, and it .will not be dry.
The flavoring of shrimps is improved
If boiling water is poured over them a
short time 'before, they are served. It
must be drained away immediately.

New Chicken Salad.
Take one cupful of cold chicken that
has been, chopped and shredded until
very fine and one ounce of pate de fole
gras. Add to it one ounce of cooking
sherry, the beaten yolks of two eggs
and a cupful of clear chicken broth.
Season to taste with salt and cayenne.
Heat the mixture through and cool.
Add one ounce of dissolved gelatin to
i cupful of whipped cream. Beat the
whites of three eggs to a froth and
mix all lightly together.
Put in a
mold and set on ice six or seven hours.
Serve on a bed of green with mayon,

When people are cutting off their
luxuries and many in mourning or
oppressed, with anxiety for relatives
at the front, theatergoing suffers a naise.
sharp decline. In the interest of the
many people who depend upon them
Walnut Cream for Filling.
for a living, the managers are doing
One and one-hacupfuls milk, scald
their best to keep their houses open. ed; one egg well beaten, scant
f
cupful sugar, desáert-spoonfeach of
salt; mix all with the egg, add to the
Rescues Comrade Under Fire.
; Petrograd. A Russian officer re- milk and cook in double boiler until
ports that one of his soldiers went out thick. Whencool flavor with vanilla
and brought back on horseback under and add one cupful of walnut meats,'
the enemies' fire a comrade who sub- ground fine. Spread on cake. If you
sequently was discovered to --be a prefer use a white frosting on top and
young woman. She was wounded and lecorate with whole nut meats.
is now In a hospital at Kieff.v. '
lf

one-hal-

THE

jSPAJNlSH-AMEKICA-
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Thetxurd of registration" in
the ney; Mills Precinct has been
very active and it is believed
afteá careful canvass that all!
the qualified "voters in the new
precinct have, been registered
Mrs. Wm. Brashears and child- and there are oyer 400 of them
ren went to Dawson Monday to
ray for a time with Mr. B.' who
Emmet Blubaugh brought his
' Kemplo.yed' there. They pro- sister, who recently arrived from
mise to return soon to their cozy the East to Rov'Tnpsdn.v t,n .tilo
little home'on the claim.
on a half section homestead.
The young lady, see mil to ' take
kindly to this, country and vi
Manon Conner nnd wife and likely work quite an improvement
A.L
'
U
- vvH.nri wiiun
IN ii ri iMii
.'L"!a
vrviro in
her brother's house keeping
to Chase's orchard at Cim'arrón arrangements.
last week and brot home a load
,f apples. Their sonin law Jno;
Mackey went this week for a load
Mr. Albertson, editor of the
.1, H. Criswell and family- - also
Mills Developer,. was a pleasant
took their vacation by going for caller at this office Monday. He
apples last week.
is anpld newspaper man and
. '
Knows it
irom lluie oegin-ing- .
uie game
We are in. re than pleased
.1. W. Wilkinson and Ellis
to have him for. a cotemporary
went to the canyons
and fully appreciate the interest
Monday after deer but came
he is taking in. the present cam
home without one. Ellis is more
'
paign.
successful with the dears in town
than with the wild ones in the
breaks.
The rain Tuesday night cam'e
as a welcome relief from the pro
dry weather and has set
J. W. Woodard and his' son in tracted
tled the dust and cleared the atlaw, Mr. Cameron, were in Town
nicely.
Tuesday Mr. 'Cameron came mosphere
The heavy trafic on the road8
froiu Texaslast week and is much
makt s
impressed with- - the change hauling wheat to market
decidedly unpleasant
wrought in this country since he auto travel
sufficient to bring up
proved up on hin claim and left The rain is
and with mild weather
four years ago. His family have the wheat
"we will have
been visiting for some time" af for another month
winter pasture and a good show
the parental Woodward home.
for a wheat crop next year. ; .
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offer at public auction at
my farm 6 miles North of ROY,
4. miles South of Milk; N. M.
1-

-2

mile west of the Railroad.

-

.

Xuésdájry Oct.27 '.14
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I will
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Sale to commence at 1 o,clock, P. M.
The following described property

--

1

(Ab-ernath-

.

J?

Two Brood-mare- s
9 yrs old,l 100 lbs.
Two Spring Colts.
One Gelding 12 yrs old,

1

y

.

Three yearling heiffers

'

.

Two Brood-sow8 little pigs.
Thirty Chickens, 3 Turkeys,
Double-dis- c
Gang plow, good as new
One
harrow, 1 Rod Plow,
One Cultivator, 1 Wagon 1 Buggy,
Two sets of double harness,
Household goods, Straw stack,
s
, Three tons of Feed.
s,

60-too- th

,

f

mmm

harry Woodward

joe. mitbhell"

Terms, Cash,

Come to the

11

MS

FARMER'S

ilil 9

Auctioneer.
All persons having property to sell
are welcome to bring it to this sale.
AVISO

STRAYED OR STOLEN.
3
lleguas i'erro W en la pierna
mares branded Y
y en la espaldia derecha,
on right leg.
1 fierro
1 mare branded 5 right side.
en el lado derecho.
3 vestías prietas fierro. GG
3 black mares branded"(jG
1 blue mare
1 Cabollo de 2 años fierro 13.
1 Ilegua azul y 8 potrillos
8 colts
1 Caballo Colorado de dos aflos s 1 bay horse two years
old all
no tiene fierro. Se. pagaron diez unbranded
pesos de Recompensa a la per$10.00 reward for their return
dé
una información to Sess Malauíí,
sona que
De Haven, New Mexico.
cierta de dichos animales.

FOR YOUR

3

Groceries, Hardware and Harness
Also Harness and Shoes Repaired

three-year-ol-

d

;

.

t

We Pay Highest Market Price

.

,

For Produce

,

-

'

'

-

IE

'

De Haven, N.RÍ.

Real Compensation.
The only wages a real genius thinks
of In his labor, said Sir Joshua Reynolds, Is the praise of impartial judges.

Telephone Us
Ell-

Jess Malauff

3

o

'
Useful Spirit.
Efforts to be permanently useful,
must be uniformly Joyous a spirit of
sunshine graceful from very gladness, beautiful because bright
'

THE

TEUTOf

CPAlIISII-AircniCAl- í.

Simple.

SENATE PASSES

SHIPS

numerous arguments of an eminent
;
astronomer.
,
BY
"But look here, Pat," said the latter,
"you must see" that the earth can't be
anything else but round. Now, tell
FRENCH RETAKE ARMENTIERE3 DEFEAT
OF
RELIEF me, where does the sun rise?"
COTTON
"In the east, of course," said Pat.
RAILWAY JUNCTION ON
MADE BASIS FOR STRUGGLE
"And where does it set?"
BELGIAN FRONTIER.
AGAINST LEGISLATION.
"Why, in the west."
"Well, then, how does it manage to
get back in the east again by the
morning? Tell me
DISTRESS IN POLAND LUXURIES HARDEST HIT Pat thought hard forthat?"
a minute. Then
an intelligent look dawned In his eye.
"Why of course," said he, at last,
"It
Just slips back at night." CleveTWO, HUNDRED
LOCOMOTIVES BEER, WINES, CORDIALS, PERFUMland Leader.
AND MANY RIFLES CAPERY, COSMETICS AND CHEW-

SUNK

WAR TAX ACT

CRUISER

AT OSTEND.

ING GUM ARE TAXED.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

,

,

.

London, Oct 19. The British navy
accounted for four more German destroyers, which were engaged and
Bunk off the Dutch coast Saturday
by a British cruiser and four
torpedo boat destroyers. One officer
and four men were wounded. Fifty-on- e
Germans were captured.
According to an announcement made
by the secretary of the British admiralty, tho British vessels in action
were the light cruiser Undaunted and
the torpedo boat destroyers Lance,
Lennon, Legion and Loyal..
Thus the British sailors have taken
Bpeedy revenge for the sinking of the
British cruiser Hawk by a German
'
submarine Thursday.
:

Foe Driven Back Over Yser River.
London. That the German army Is

between Furness and Dunkirk, and
nearing the latter place, which is on
the English channel, less than fifty
miles from the coast of Dover, is the
report that reached the war ministry
Sunday.
"Heavy firing has been heard at
Dunkirk since eight o'clock this morn-- .
ing.' Severe fighting is taking place.
It is supposed that destroyers or gunboats are being used in the canals."
This is the text of a dispatch from
Dunkirk to the Daily Mail.
Two important successes in the battle for Dunkirk and Calais, for the
possession of which the Germans are
striving, were credited to the allies in
' the official communication, issued in
Paris. The French were sáid to have
reoccupied Armentieres,' an. important
.railway junction on the Belgian frontier northwest of Lille, and to. have
'
repulsed an attempt of the Germans
to cross the river Yser, which flows
through that little corner of west
Flanders which is all of Belgium which
remains in Belgian hands.
The battle which .culminated in Armentieres again, coming under French
influence lasted for a week, during
which, the fighting was hard and continuous. The town was seized by the
Germans last week, owing to its - importance as a railway center, lines diverging from it in all directions.
The allies also .made an advance
north of the La Bas canal between
that line and Arras and at certain
pointc between Arras and the Oise.
The claims in the French " off icial
communication are taken here to
mean that the German movement
westward has been checked.
,

.

Washington!"
The administration
war revenue bill levying approximately $100,000,000.00 additional taxes, to
meet the emergency caused by the
war in Europe, was 'passed by the
Senate, 34 to 22, after southern Democrats in coalition with Republicans of
the Senate desperately fought to indefinitely postpone consideration of
the measure, because cotton relief legislation had been decisively defeated.
The main provisions of the $100,000,-000.0war revenue bill are" as follows:
Tax on beer, $1.75 a barrel; rectified whiskey, 5 cents a gallon; all domestic still wines, 8 cents a gallon,
and 55'cents a ' gallon on all grape
brandies used in fortification thereof;
champagnes, 25 cents a quart; carbonated wines, 10 cents a quart; liquor
and cordials, 24 cents a gallon; bankers, $1 per $1,000 of capital, surplus
and undivided profits; pawnbrokers,
$50 a year; commercial brokers, $20;
commission merchants, $20; customhouse brokers, $10; proprietors of theatres, museums and concert halls with
seating capacity of not more than 300,
$25 a year; not exceeding 600 capacity
$50; not exceeding 1,000, $75; more
than, 1,000,. $100; circuses, $100. Other amusement proprietors or agents
except Chautauquas; lecture lyceums,
agricultural or industrial fairs or exhibitions under religipus or charitable
auspices $10; bowling alleys and billiard rooms, $5 for each alley or table.
Special, annual taxes on tobacco
dealers and manufacturers:
Dealers in leaf tobacco, from $6 to
$24; dealers in tobacco; $4.80 for eacn
store; manufacturers of tobacco, with
annual sales uot ' exceeding 100,000
pounds, " $6; not exceeding 200,000
'
pounds, $12 ; not exceeding 400,000
pounds,$24; not exceeding 1;000,000
pounds, $C0; 5,000,000 pounds, $300;
10,000,000 . pounds, $600; 20,000,000
pounds, "$1,200; exceeding 20,000,000
'
pounds, $2,496.
anwhose
cigars,
Manufacturers of
100,000
exceed
not
nua sales do

,,

"

-

Pierce's Favorite Prescription,
and have been restored to heal th
each time I used it. ItlsagTeat
remedy for women Ma strength
builder, line for the nerves and
general health."

one-eight-

scarcely
at all,
my taste

,

tnd

had almost left
me. My head ached constantly, and
at times had high fever and bleed- ing at the nose. I was a perfect

restless, with

Your dealer in medicines sells It In liquid or sugar-coat- ed
stamps
tablet form; or you can send 60 one-cefor a trial box of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
tablets. Address Dr. R. V. Pierce. Invalids' Hotel
and Surgical Institute, Buffalo, N. Y.
nt

,.

!iiiiii!iii:ii3i!iiiiii!iii:iiuniiiiii!iii!ii!i!i!iiiiunn:iin
and Invigorate

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets Regulate
Stomach, Liver and Bowels, S
ajar-Coat-

--

Tiny Grannies.

ed

?...-

SPOHN'8 DISTEMPER COMPOUND
15 and flO the dozen of any druggist, barms
srüHN MEDICAL CO.,
Chemists and Bacteriologists, Goshen, Ind., C. S. A.

cents and fl a bottle;
dealer, or delivered by

60

In the Modern Day.
Church ceremonies and observances
formed the subject of study, and the
teacher wished the children themselves to build the bridge between baptism and burial.
"Now children," she said, briskly,
"what comes after marriage?"
Answered a shrill childish voice serenely: "Divorce."
"

0,

.

"

25-ce-

five-eighth-

--

miserable. I

could
smell

'

five-eigt-

:

to

grow worse
and made me

For Congos, Colds and Distemper, and at the first symptoms of any
such ailment, give smell doses of that wonderful remedy, now the
most nsed In existence,

h

.

continued
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Stamp taxes as follows:
Perfumery, cosmetics and similar
of a cent for
articles from
of
to
package
each
Austrians Capture 15,000 Russians.
package and
a cent on each
Berlin. "Heavy German mortars
s
of a cent for; each addi
have been placed east of the fortress of
tional 25 cents in value; chewing gum,
Belfort, where the fighting already has 4 cents for each $1.0 Oof value: sparkbegun," says an official report. "The
ling wines not otherwise taxed, 1
Germans so far are gaining ground." cent for pints and 2 cents for all largThe statement continues:
;
er containers.
"The Austrians have taken a great
part of the Russian fortifications east Áutoists Hurt When Machine Skids.
of Przemysl, and Bince the reopening
Cañón City. Mrs.-J.- . H. P. Smith,
operations
in
by them of offensive
wife of a wealthy coa'l operator of
.15,000
Russian
taken
have
Galicia
Crested Butte, Colo., and her father,
prisoners.
J. T. Johnson, 81, were seriously in"Great distress is raging in Polánd jured when an auto in which they were
on
A deputation asked assistance of the riding to Cañón City skidded
Petrograd government, which intends Brookside hill, 'three miles south of
the introduction of an income tax.
here ?ind plunged into a creeH.

ferer with catarrh, which

is the soothing, cordial and womanly tonic that
brings bout an invigorating calm to the nervous
system. Overcomes the weakness and the dragging; paina which resemble the pains of rheu- -'
matism. Thousands of women in the past fcrty
years can bear witness tojta benefits.

end 81 cent for your 'Com-mo- n
Sense Medical Adviser for
my daughter who has recently
married and I know thebook will
beof much value to her. I have
read and used for 26 yean the
valuable treatments contained
In the "Medical Adviser' and
have taken many bottles of Dr.

nual sales not exceeding 1,000,000 cigarettes, $12; 2,000,000, $24; 5,000,000,

$2,496.

me

suf-

DR. PIERCE'S

"I

$12; 1,000,000, $50; 5'000,000,
600; 40,000,000, $1,200;
20,000,000,
$150;
,
exceeding 40,000,000, $2,496. : .

$2,496.
1000,000,000,

be-ca-

a

Favorite Prescription

-

.

ryland,

Depressed

;

"

a

writes: "Two
years ago I

Emotional
Dizzy

Cartrinff of
CtdarSt., Cairo Jil., writ
Dr. R. V. Pirc a follow:

:

v

M

v v constant change of position. 4 fidgetiness," who are abnormally excitable or who
experience fainting or dizzy spells, or nervous
headache and wakefulness are usually sufferers
from the weaknesses of their sex.

Mrs. Add'ta

-

"

Mr. J. B.

Reese, Ilabnab,

who are

Nervous

.

.

;

-

$60; 10,000,000, "$120; 50,000, $600;
100,000,000, $1,200; exceeding 100,000,-00"

Catarrh.

d

.

l'

01

And the Label!
As an offset to the foreign wine that wreck..
"I tried several doctors, but derived!
cannot be shipped into this country,
'
the wine that was to be sent abroad no relief. I read In one of your lit
called His of Life of
booklets,
"tie
to be labeled and returned may 'be rebeing a remedy for catarrh,
Peruna
tained. Washington Star.
and procured a bottle at once. After
the use of one bottle" I felt some betIs it more-bicuriosity that attracts ter, so I tried the second and the
people to auction sales?
third, and now I am a well man."

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

' Manufacturers of cigarettes with

Ca

TbSs

-

.
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TURED

Fcresi Cured

Patfound it impossible to believe
that the earth is round, in spite of the

RASH

DISFIGURED

FACE

speculator plunge in media

s

res?".
"No, sir; he plunged in cotton."

'

If you wish beautiful,' clear white
clothes, use Red Cross Bag Blue. At all
good grocers. Adv.
Lots of people who try to forget
yesterday look forward to tomorrow
but fail to include today.

San Martin, Cal. "I used Cuticura
Soap and Ointment on my child's face
for a bad rash, also on his scalp which
was very scaly. The rash disfigured
him for the time being. It itched and
caused the child to scratch It. Tie also
had an eruption on Jiis scalp. When
putting him to bed I would wash his
face and scalp with Cuticura Soap and
then use the Cuticura Ointment. He
slept well after the treatment and
there were no signs of the eruption
after a few months." (Signed) Mrs.
I. E. Clark, May 14, 1914.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each
fres.with 32-- Skin Book. Address postcard "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.

The Cause Laid Bare

Not Taking Her From Him.
SheI'm afraid poor pap will miss
me when we are married.
He Why, is your father going

ly straighten. I tired
easily, was all run
oown ana naa neaa
aches
and dizzy
A relative

p.

:

'

Specified.
"Did-thi-

Tea and coffee drinkers often notice
backache, headache, rheumatio pain, dullness, drowsy, tired feelings, disturbed
urination and other signs of kidney weakness. The constant use. of narcotic or alcoholic drinks is very apt to Irritate the
kidneys, and weak kidneys need prompt
help to avert all danger of dropsy, gravel
or fatal Bright's disease. Avoid the use
of stimulants, drink more water, get more
rest, fresh air and exercise. To tone and
strengthen the tired kidneys, use Doan's
Kidney Pills,' the most successful and
highly recommended kidney remedy.

A Colorado Case
Mrs,

nors,

' '

T. P.

Con726 W. Bleek-e- r

Ave., Aspen, Colo.,

says: "I had a great
deal of soreness and
pain in the small of
my back. When I.
worked
hard or

V

j

"Event

a
.firm
story

"WD
V

iV

it.
vjh,
J&i'Ml
a'a til
and rT--4 f
M

r
Pllln
muiicv
they soon relieved Vsjfif
me. I have rarely
had any sign of kidneycompalnt during the past three years, but f have kept
Doan'a Kidney Pills on hand."
Cat Doan's at Any Store, EOe a Box
.

away?

,

,

TELL YOU
vnrn. nwv mtnriniST wrix Weak,
Watery
Kye Remedy for Bed,
Murine

and Granulated

Eyelid;,

No

Couifort. Write for Book
fes Eye Free.
Murine Me Remedy

'

4

...

of

Urn

Bje

Co.. Chicago.

Competition is the life of trade,
when H Isn't the death of it.

DOAN'S ViLls

F03TER-MILEUR-

N

CO., BUFFALO, N.Y.

TIE: &

JAR:
end Stockholders

Officer

Roy Telephone Company

H. B. JONES,

President.'

C. L. JUSTICE.
B.EVANS,
Dr.

t.

'

Cashier,

,V

,

IGNACIO MAESTAS.

Attorney.

C.E, MoGINNIS.

.

W. H. FUQÜA.

DlRECTORa.

fii.i

i
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Now connected with Solano and Mosquero, on the South.
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas, Chico, Taylor and Springer,
on the North
l-

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
V
Telephone Lines

r

For the prompt and accurate
handling of any and all finan-ria- l
matters that may be en- -'
trusted to us are fully abreast
n
in every
of the
.

'Do your business by phone and get your answer at same
time and save telegraphic delays.

Of fice and EXCHANGES, AT

times-moder-

ROY, N. M.
Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

Local Residence

-

$1.50

'per mo.

'ERSONALS

respect.
'

Buine

Local

$2.50 per m

getting better.

-

'

'

cau homestead

--

A party of Union County dem

G. C. Smith drove up from Mos-

Samuel Tyler' and f amily re
turned Saturday from Dawson
from the sad mission resulting
from the tragedy of last week.
The sympathy of the entire
community is with the innocent
--

sufferers.

'

,:.

. r

x

The

.

Buy your gasoline of F. S ocrats consisting of Judge Collins and wife, Serapio Miera and
per Gallon.
Brown-25- c.
quero Tuesday morning after
gasoline for their car which they
could not get elsewhere. They
report a fine meeting at Mosque
ro and good interest generally
during, their" tour last week.
Both candidates for ti e Legisla
ture are: prretically certain of

.

:'

-

If you apprebiate the many
advantages, of a helpful banking service, backed by a
sound, safe, conservative business policywe respectfully
solicit your account.
y

See Nutter and Kerns for bar
gains in farm lands

320 acre Ranch welt improved
$1.250.00
160 acre fine land $650.00
from
Mericlp
down,
was
Will
830 aeré ranch well, improved
is
health
His
Tuesday.
Mills
;,
and watered $2,400.00
and
should
as(it
improving
not
This land is cheaper than you
of
hope
in
east
going
of
he talks
it. -

"

'.

Roy Trust and

Savings !B.rkv
of E O Y

.

is

Di. S. Locke, D. D.S.

of

election.

Notice Cream Shippers
$ee our new line of Ladies
Cloaks' for Fall and winter.
Fred Brown Pays 26 cents
Goodman Merc. Co.

For Cream

Will be in ROY SOON
to do your Dental work.
Watch this Space For Pates-- -

What about the children's
Dick Boulware came iri Monday School clothes and Shoes ?
to make application for final Let Goodman's help you :solve it
Proof on his homestead. He had
Dependable Work at Reasonable Prices.
just awakened to; a realization of We are up against it with the
the fact that it. was nearly seven special Crop Issue promised
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.
claim
filed
on
the
years since he
some time ago. We have the
Dr. M. D. GIBBS.
proof.
Office
make
to
and hence time
data on about half the farmers
He has been too busy getting his on the mesa and the, names of
crop cared for of late to think of the other half but no report on
anything else. ;
them.' We have some good pici
tures with which to illustrate it
are many we want that
Hanson,
L.
Wagons a Car:load just re but there
been brought m. The
not
have
cei ved at Goodman's.
best we can do now is to wait
till after election and. then get
W. Fred Ogdeir returned Sat- as much as possible together and
Hunting Licenses Executed
urday from a trip to Trinidad, let the rest go. It will be some
Dawson and other points to the weeks yet before we can put it
Everybody desiring to carry a gun for any purpose
North; He has accepted a posi- across at the best.
must secure .a Hunting License whether he hunts on
tion with the Goodman Mercanhis own property or elsewhere.
tile Co. in Roy "and will remain Mrs. Joe Vigil has "been serihere in preference to going else- ously ill for some time. Her
where. His many friends are daughter Mrs. Martinez from
Messrs. Leatherman, Mackey
Mr. Arnold, a resident of La
Wednesday to visit and
glad of this decision on his part,
of Solano drove in Cinta Canyon, was a pleasant cal
and
assist in caring for her.
thru thé rain Wednesday with ler at 'this office Monday. He
wagon loads of apples from camein after his neighbor1 Mrs,
A nice line of Local Photo.
The Floersheim Mercantile Co.
Chase's Ranch at Cimarron. Stone who has been in town for
unloaded a car of potatoes the graph Post cards at,
They were in the rain all the way sev.eral days.
FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
first of the week.
from Abbot.

with
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Deputy State Game Warden

La-Cue- va

.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-
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1
GERMANY'S AMBASSADOR

New Noah's Ark

a

Why Uncle Sam Is Building

Uncle Sam is building a real Noah's Ark In the city of
Washineton. True. It Is never expected to make a, voyage, but It will
be located on the banks of the Potomac, not far from the water, so that with
a little structural modification It might
be set afloat in case of necessity.
The ark Will be 90 feet long and
35 feet wide or "beam" as navigators would say. It will be of .two
stories, or decks, and built expressly
for the accommodation of animáis,
which will include monkeys, dogs,
cats, mice, rats, rabbits, guineapigs,
horses, chickens; calves and goats.
n some re-rrua offoi win h
celeNoah's
spects very superior, to
plan
the
as
brated rraft.inasmuch
require that it shall be ratproof, vermlnproof, fireproof and excellently ventilated and lighted. In short, it is to be as sanitary a structure as possime,
in order that the animals may be kept healthy and comfortable.
í
tO
lS
be DUlll.
tn- - cmontlfln- niirnOSfiB.
It
rrvi
liiia Ku'Ciumcm ttijvt. iits ucoifcucu iui ovana
WW,
13,
in obedience to an act of congress which became law August
man.
of
which requires the public health service to "investigate the diseases
i
Th
,o Vioon lef fnr $20.852.
If the ark "were called a sanitarium for beasts and birds, such .a term
would not be much amiss, inasmuch as the Inmates are to be subjected there' '
' .
in to hospital treatment.
experior
operations
ark-no
the
board
on
is
to
vivisection
There
be no
and carefully as It
mental surgery;- The patients will be treated
they were human.
.
;.".'.-

ASÍIINGTON.
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To place Germany's part in the
present war in a fitting light before
the American people is the task undertaken by Count von Bernstorff,
German ambassador to the JUnlted
...
v
States.
The count is untiring in this duty.
,
He cut short his summer vacation at
Newport and in order to be in closet '
touch with ' great American news
sources has opened a temporary embassy in a New York hotel. About
every third day he runs down to
Washington to visit, the state department and to discuss with officials various situations that arise through
the war.
:
k í a.
The German ambassador enjoys a
tremendous popularity in Washington!
i
where his genial good nature and '
frank, unassuming democracy make
4x1
4,
hi s
him decidedly a diplomatic Hon. His
colleagues of the corps are devoted
''
to him.
The ambassador la fond of social
a debutante's.: With the
life and his engagement book is as crowded as
embassy Is a center
German
Countess von Bernstorff an efficient aide, the
'
' '
of diplomatic entertaining during the season.
-
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a.

Jolt for the

Old-Fashion-

Farmer

ed

farmer who governed his planting by the movements of
moon will receive a Jolt from a bulletin just issued by the department
of agriculture declaring that neither the moon nor the planets have the slightest effect on weather conditions, and,
I r.i lili
therefore, cannot have any effect on
fits time")
planting. "Plant your corn in the full
of the moon" a rule regarded as little short of sacred In many rural communities, is entirely disproved according to the department's bulletin.
"All weather changes depend on
temperature differences," the bulletin
says. "The temperature, as we know,
constitutes of itself a most Important
weather-facto1
Another and equally
important weather factor is rainfall.
- But to obtain rain it is necessary first to evaporate water from the surface
of the earth, and this, as everyone knows, requires heat.
-- .,
'Still another important weather factor is the direction and force of the
wind, and this, too, requires heat,- - for the winds will not blow unless the
temperature is different at. one place from what it Is at another any more
than the air will draw up a chimney where there is no fire in it.
.
"Since, then, the heating of the earth and its atmosphere to different temperature is the Teal cause of the winds and of all weather changes, it follows
that the moon and the planets can affect the weather only so far as they
supply heat.
"The amount of heat sent to the earth by all the planets and by the moon
is insignificant in comparison to the amount that comes from the sun. - Hence,
we could not expect the moon or the planets to appreciably affect the weather
since they do not supply heat, the one thing that causes all our weather
:
changes." ...
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In a social sense the appointment

of Carl Schurz Vrooman to succeed
Doctor Galloway as assistant secretary of agriculture is eminently satisfactory. The present regime is well
endowed with Intellectual, serious-minde- d

-

Vere

who is in

tellectual to a degree and the author
of books, but who is also witty, vivacious and young enough to plunge
)
'
heart and soul into the relaxing side
s
augurs
well for the
of official life,
'
'
,
winter.
From the butterfly viewpoint, the
office of the assistant secretary of agriculture has been negligible. None
of Mr. Vrooman's predecessors took
the slightest interest in the social
amenities, beyond figuring with the
J
head of the department on solemn ocÍ!
casions like New Year's receptions or
the coming of learned bodies to hold
congresses or consultations.
Mrs. Vrooman has been, reared in
the social atmosphere, and she knows Washington as well as a native and
ehe knows all the capitals of Europe as well. Her family has long been on
terms of intimacy with Secretary of State and Mrs. Bryan. - ,
She is the niece of the late Adlal Stevenson and with Mrs.. Scott had the
pleasure of entertaining Mr. and Mrs. Bryan during the campaign when Mr.
Stevenson was second on the ticket and the friendship has been cemented
with the years. She is also a warm friend of Postmaster General and Mrs.
.
Burleson and their daughters.

.Oí' '

-

-

WIFE OF AMBASSADOR TO RUSSIA
To ho th uifft of an nmhassadoi
to Russia, where the court life Is said
by many to be the most splendid in
the world, and then, when the bags
are packed and everything is ready,
to find one's self marooned with but
faint hope of immediate departure,
is, to say the least, disconcerting.
That is the predicament of Mrs.
George T. Marye of Washington, D. C,
ambassawife of the
dor to the court of the czar. Mrs.
Marye is in Washington, her court
dress In Paris and between her and
her court dress and her final destina-

JUDGE

g

camp-meetin-

V-

y

--

,

Lost for the Want of Straw

W. A. WATSON, one of Virginia's new representatives,' lives In a
called by the unique namo of "Jenning's Ordinary." This odd title
Is derived from the fact that in colonial days it was customary to call a
tavern or Inn an "ordinary" when pro
curing a license for same, and the
ijv
name of Jenning's Ordinary, or jenWST FUR DE
ning's Inn, has come down the years
with Its quaint, old English Bound.
Like most members from the Old
Dominion, the judge has a large con- "
stituency of colored people, and knows
r some good stories of their peculiari- ties. Among the most popular institu
tions of that section of the country is
at
the annual summer
which religion and watermelons are
both lifierally dispensed, with watermelons largely in. the majority.
The colored sisters, after weeks of seeking religion, often fall into a
trance, when they "feel they are saved," and this necessitates having the
ground spread with straw. But one night the deacon had looked upon the
melon when it was red too long and neglected his duty in this respect. So
no sister "got 'ligion" for fear of falling on the bare ground.
This rattled the preacher. ; Rising, with the moon shining on his ebony
countenance, he sjiook his 'fist at the erring deacon, exclaiming: "Yod done
failed in yo' duty ahd now dere is' forty souls lost here tonight for want
V
..
er straw'."

-

pl

,

Forty Souls-

The

and grave chatelaines.
coming of Mrs. Vrooman,

'

:

...

i

.

newly-appointe- d

tion are several thousand miles of
water, which (at the time of writing)
no. ship seems anxious to traverse.
At the home of the Maryes everything is in jeadi&ess for instant departure. All shipping lines are being
.ntr.vo in ihp hone that an announce
ment will appear that some ship any
passenger ship la ready to sail. ,
There Is a vast aiuerence wet w ecu
"
Z
IiZIffT
official Washington and the medieval
the social functions and etiquette of
1

Mrs. Marye is well fitted for

her

n.e.w

station.

,

.

.
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Notice For Publication

Notice of Contest.

Notice of Contest.

Department of the Interior,
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Department of the Interior,
U.'S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Ü. S. Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
October , 14, 1914.
Notice is
Aus- 27. 1914.
Attorney at Law.
Lackey,
c5323 cf
G
A,
To
rover
1914.
2,
Oct
Molina,
hereby
Felisiano
triven
that
U.S. Comnjissloner,
:
N.
Roy,
M.,
Conteste
You are
To J, C. Beenblossom ol Thomas
Heir for Heirs of Miguela Molina, de hereby notified that Louise Fkh-manNow Méx. Oklahoma
Contestee:
ceased of Bryantine, New Mexico,
who gives Mills, New Mexico,
You are hereby notified that Ollie who, on Oct. I, 1908, made E Serial
e
as
her
address, did on Oct.
Solano, New no. 0153ft for the Hrli See 25.
Lancaster who gives
TownNotice For Publication
6,
1914,
file
in
this office her duly
e
address ship 17 N Range 29 East, N.'mI P. M.
Mexico, as her
corroborated application to contest
12. 1914. file in this
did on Aui?.
has fifed notice of intention to make and secure the cancellation of your
Department of the Interior,
office his duly corrobrated applica final Five year proof, to establish
Homestead Entry, No.
Serial
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M. tion to contest and secure the cancel
claim to the land above described, be No. 0t09:'5.
Mar.
for
made
018504
Clayton, 018503.
lation of your H. E. No
U. S. Commis the Si, Sac. U, Twp. 22N , Rng 26E,
fore A.A.Gonzales
Sept. 21 1914.
Serial No. 015889, made May 29, 1913 sioner, at his office at Gallegos N. M.
NMP- Meridian, and as grounds for
the
for E half Section 12, Township 18 N on the 3d day of November 1914.
Notice is hereby given that
she alleires that said
her contest
to
Ramre 27 East, N. M. P. Meridian,
State of New Mexleo has applied
Claimant names as witnesses:
A.
Grover
Lackey
has wholly failed to
select under the provisions of the Act and as crrounds for her contest she al
Amgon
Antonio
Trinidad
Sanchez
law
comply
with
the
under which he is
of June 20, M0, and the acts, sup leges that said J. C. Beenblossom Demetrio
Miranda
Simon
Cardoba
seeking title; thathe has wholly abanplementary and amendatory thereto has whollv abandoned his H, E. that
N. M.
Gallegos,
of
all
doned his said H. E.; thathe has failupwit:
to
he has never established residence
the following public lands,
to reside upon, cultivate or im
ed
Valverde,
Paz
of said
on nor cultivated anvv Dart
.
List 130
Serial 018503.
4
prove
the same; that the above men
Register,
land hut hn.a t,nt all v deserted and a
2 Sec. 4: Two. 17 N, R 25E,
tionect defects exist and have existed '
same.
NOTICE FOB PUBLICATION.
Sec. 33Twp, 18 N. bondonei
SWJ-SEthan Three years last
for more
therefore, further notified
are,
You
Rng, 25E, N.M.P.M.
up
the date hereof.
to
past
and
that the said allegations will be taken Department of the Interior
therefore,
ü
You
are.
further notified
Sereial 0'.8504, List 2771.
S Land Office, Clayton, N M
by this office as having been confessed
17
N
will be taken
allegations
Twp.
the
said
1,
that
of Sec,
Sept. 15, 1914,
Lots
by you, and your said entry will be
by
as
havinur
been
office
this
confessed
Rng. 26 E, N.M.P.M.
canceled thereunder without your fur Notice is hereby triven that Louisa' M.
will be
entry
by
said
you,
and
your
22
is
to
ther ritrht to be heard therein, either Beach, of Roy, N M, who, on Nov.
The Dumose of this notice
furwithout
your
canceled
thereunder
made
allow all Dersons cláiming the land before this office or on appeal, if you 1913, Mar. 30, 1914
therein,
be
to
heard
right
either
ther
adversely or desiring to show it to be fail to file in this office within twenty Homestead entry Seirlal no. 017161
before this office or on appeal, if you
mineral in character, an opportunity days after the FOURTH publication No. 017649 for SE1 andNEl Sec. 9
fall to file in this office within twenty
to flleobiection to such selection with of this notice, as shown below, your Twp 20 N Range 27 E,N M P Meridiar
days after the FOURTH publication of
11. mOAt. I.
Jt
i
t
A. tU aminlAA.
uam,
the local officers for the land district answer, uuuer
ñas mea
nouce
01 intention wj mami
jravmviy
this notice, as shown below your an
proof to establish claim to
in which the land is situated, to wit: ing and responding to these allega- - three-yea- r
under oath, specifically meeting
at the land office aforesaid, and to es t.Snna nf fnnt.est. nr if VOU fail within tha lonrl oKíwa ifoatf Ho1 hofnra P H swer,responding
to these allegations
and
tablish their interests therein, or the that time to file in this office duo proof roster, U S Commissioner at his of- you
fail within that
of contest, or if
n
mineral character thereof. .
3a day 01
that vou nave served a copy 01 your nce in rov N M on the
time to file in this office due proof that
answer on the said contestant either November, 1914.
Paz Valverde,
10.3.31,
you have served a copy of your an
mail. If
in nrson
or bv. registered
.
, Register.
o
Claimant names as witnesses
r swer on the said contestant either in
To be published in the Spanish. Ameri this service is made by the delivery of A S Hoskins
Boulware
W
R
person or by registered mail. If this
nrTrr rt iftiin imwnp to thfl CnntflSt- can published at Roy, N, M.
B
Fugh
F
service is made by the delivery of a
mersan
nt in person, proof of such service B F
copy of your answer to the contestant
all of Roy.NM
must be either the said contestant's
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
.
in person, proof of such service must
written acknowledgment of his receipt
Valverde, Register be either the said contestant's written
Paz
4
Department of the Interior,
of the copy, showing the date of its
acknowledgment of his receipt of the
U S Land Office at Clayton N M,
receipt, or the affidavit of the persou
copy,
showing the date of its receipt,
Oct. 7th 1814,
Notice For Publication
by whom the delivery was made stat
or the affidavit of the person by whom
tJnti is hereby ven that Anita G ing when and where the copy was de
the delivery was made stating when
Casados, formerly, Anita Gallegos livered: if made by registered mail,
Department of the Interior,
and where the copy was delivered; if
. of Gallegos, N M who on
proof of such service must consist of
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N.M made by registered mail, proof of
mftH
HE No. 013271 for NJ
the affidavit of the person by whom
Sept' 15th 1914
such service must consist of the affi
Section 20
and NEJ-SE- J
i,
SEi-NEthe copy was mailed stating when and
Louis
given
that
hereby
Notice is
davit of the person by whom the copy
Twn. 17 N. Range 31 E, N M v, the postoffice to which it was mailed,
W. M. wno, on was mailed stating when and the post- Ppiffer.
Mills
of
W
intention
of
Meridian, has filed notice
and this affidavit must be accompa 2 24 1908.
tO, madeHE Serial No. office to which it was mailed, and this
establish
to
proof,
year
three
make
to
nied by the postmaster's receipt for ntiAnK. OHT7K
for affidavit must be accompanied by tne
Maim to the land above described, be the letter.
21
N. postmaster's receipt for the letter.
Twp.
24,
Sec.
NWL
and
NEl
fore Elvira G Stanton U S Commission
answer
your
in
state
v. N. M. P. Meridian Has
should
os
You
You should state in your answer
er at his oUce at Mosquero N M, on the name of the postofflce to which
Wo final
e
1
w
to which
name of the
QI6U
the
IlUtluO
VI
1914.
nvciv
the 21st day of Nov.
notices to be sent to fiye ar prooff to establish claim to you desire future notices to be sent to
future
you
desire
Claimant names as witnesses,
ou.
the land above described, before F. B. you.
Eugenio B Gallegos Abran Casados
Valverde,
Register.
Paz
Foster U. S. Commissioner, at his
Paz Valverde,
JacoboL Casados of Gallegos N M
1914 office at Roy, N. M. on the Zbtn aay oi
Register.
17,
M
N
Oct.
publication,
Logan
1st
of
Date
of
Albino B Romero
Date of 1st publication
raz vaiverae
li " 2d
Oct.
24, it
" Oct. 31, 1914
Register,
ai
It " 3d
Claimant names as witnesses:
2nd
7
" Nov. 7,1914.
ti
3rd
7
Nov,
4th
Frank Wahihausen
Clarke R Rush
"
" 14, 1914,
4th
f Milla
Axel Carlson
W S Morris
Notice For Publication.
All of Roy, N, M.
Paz Valverde,
Department of the Interior,
920 'acre "ranch on Carrizo
- Register.
4
U. 8, Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
nrppk. 18 "miles east of Roy
Oct. 9 1914.
Notice For Publication.
Fine auto road all the way, 100 Notice is hereby given that John B
'07
I,
acres subject to irrigation, am Russel of Mills Nif who on Aug
no- uu u ior
of the Interior,
riA simnlv of water from springs made tltij benai
. nm
w M.
3
rwpUN
un?
See.
T
t nlflvt
'Vega'
natural
on land 75 acres
.
uus
meu
fflieriuinn,
uutive ui
JN. M. r.(
g
jg
jqj
C. E Anderson O. Sons. Propr's.
land 600 acres good range intention to. make final tnree year prooi
Daniei M
thatj
g
giyen
hereby
ce
Well Equipped with Power Machinery
with breaks and timber for shel to establish claim to the land above Dickson of Mills.N.M. whoon
all kinds of Shop work
ter- - - An ideal little cattle fanch. described, before F. H. Foster, u. s. made HE Serial No. 09787, for for
commissioner at Roy, N.M
and E- - General Blacksmithing,
Lots
I will sell this ranch for $9.00 on
1914.
Nov.
day
24
of
the
Engine and' Automobile Work,
, 3WÍ Sec. 7,Twp. 22 N. Rug. 2
per acre. It is well worth $25.00 claimant names as witnesses:
no
.filed
N M P. Meridian, has
Wagon and Carriage Work
npr acre. $5,500.00 cash balance W. A. De Force
B. C. Jordan
Year
Three
make
to
of
intention
tice
if John Wilkins
Philip Higglns
a Specialty.
j n notes secured by mortage
Proof to establish claim to the land
Tf mu are interested
M.
all of Mills N.
above described, before F. H, Fos Horse Shoeing, Pump and Pipe- Valverde,
or
address
on
Paz
call
bargain
ter. IT. S. Commissioner, at Roy, N,
in this
Fitting. Band-saand Planer
Register.
New
M. on the 3rd day of .Nov., 1914,
JessMalauff, De Haven,
Work.
Claimant names as witnesses,
Mexico. Or call at the bpamsn
All Wsrk Guarar&d,
W L Brockman
Sava From Snow Blindness,
uus Rrockman
American Office.
highly
thd F O White
PeoDle in Tibet value
Henry L.ebert
snectacles of smoked or colored glass
NM
Milla
All of
tnr. Extreme Penalty.
that are sold to them by the Chinese,
V
Paz Valverde,
capital
tYio nffpneefl for- which
because of the blinding brightness oz
AWVUQ
Htgisier;
4
ft.26
ho ordered lnSnxUsa the sun on the snow.
dockyard
royal
Uw today is arson In a
or arsenal.
;
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Mr. Williams,
O fáce In
from spector for this District was in
air- - the city this week" with Postmasí
t Mr. ter Johnson, cheeking this ofice.
i r
i
tw 1j
1 1:
,
IV.
Hese2ins a vtry pleasant sort.
d Uu
Ct.l
eral ru.-tr,d help
(
,...4r ui .:
Tvk i ivo the c uidid tto on his
A movement is on foot in Rov
Why? Bccaur.eit Prints
1ms
t
i;i
'
u
I'i:..d
r
Fr,
rri ,1 nd entertain him. Sun to organize a Christian Endeavor
t'r
Today's .News Today
i; ; wmt b ch on the ii tin n d y r o a n e, a n .. t i u g w a:, arSociety. Our new music teach
and Lots cf it. And
'
traiñ.
ranged for and Mr.' Hernandez er, Miss Gough and the new Priit is independent
anb District Attorney (J. W. G. mary teacher in the Pubíie
'
C. E. Anderson, threshed his Ward
in poliiics and wears the
addressed a fair audience Schools, Miss Wright have prof.corn with tho old machine after at the Hall. They both Kept well fered
collar of ho political par- assistance in the organiza
it was hauled, in. He .has the clear of tho real issue of the cam
y.
tion and conduct of th? Society
shelled com in the bin and the paign. The former attached
Mr. nd a meeting has been 'arranged
fodder well sh reded for feed as a Fergussous record but made a
for Sunday afternoon 'Oct. 25th at
60 cts.- A MONTH
result.
' the" organiz
very poor impression generally-- tnree o'clock to plan
BY MAIL
The latter talked on the matter of ation, All young poeple
whethFlocrsheis Mercantile Co. taxes, laying the. Dame upon the er affiliated with any branch of
will receive a car of Canned Estate lioard of Equalization am the organized Church or not
promising reform by the Repub are invited to attend this prelimGoods Next Week..
licans if they., could haye another inary 'meeting and assist in the
Watch' their window for chance at it.
organization.
"
'Special Prices.
,
The question was promptly
Potatoes.- $1.35 per. cwt. raised that the record of the ReBusiness has picked up the
Paul Anderson's 'thresher pullSwan, Down Flour, S2.90 publicans for the past 10 years past week till we find, it necess ed down 'the lull to the Griner
.per, cwt. All 'other feed did not hold much encourage- ary to get out an extra page to Flats and will thresh the grain in
to the intelligent and unter- - accommodate it' all. The fact that neighborhood; The
people
and grain at Reduced Prices ment
rified voter- - The fact that the that Roy is Booming is 'growing there had about given up
threshCall and see us,
whole difficulty h'es iii an unfair to a point where all must reeog ing but have good crops
of grain
F. M. Company.
partial and incompetent assess nize it,
merit in the first place and not
Steinbaugh pulled back thru
Do not overlook Axel Carlson's with a State Board created by
Tell
Bradley was in Roy Roy from the north country Sata
sale bill in this isvue and .yea had Republican Legislature and we Thursday enroute back to Dawurday. He will finish threshing
better attend the sub.
do not believe any one. was de son from a visit at his home at at Solano and Mosquero
now.
ceived.
Mosquero.';; He is a Swdchman His engine broke down on the
Jr. has good neighbor. Jie Mr. Hernandez' proposition ;n the K. R. Yards at Dawson road and delayed him
several
, has gone on with thehean thresh'
that if he could net get, .an ap- and is so near his "Majority" days;
er and left them to attend: to propriation from ' Congress he that he. is getting the prelimin
.threshing his, wheat when the could steal it was accepted us a aries arranged to hie on a piece
PTTTiLTflATTnTJ
TJ0TI0E
machine gets there. A ood ar- joke by those familiar with his of land near the parental home Department Ml
of the Interior.,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton,. N. M.
rangement with so many bean record as a ceuntv official,
but stead. It must be fine to be the
and after Oct. 1 .14, as directed
raisers waiting on him and a did not go far toward impressing head of a family of boys such' as in aOnrecent
deprtmental decision all ap
good kind of neighbors to have. a Sunday evening '
plisatios
be rejected which have
will
up
brought
and
audience of lis father has'
been
executed
mora
than ten days
his fitness as a Statesman.'
see them all turn out right.
;
,... ....
prior to filing subject to the right to
We are in. receipt of several
oppeal or
prior to adverse
New'Mexico maps .showing the
Hussel has .decided to claim. " -Prof.
Iu the rush ; of last week we
hind designated as .020 acre
to start the
,'
A.'A.Joses, lsi Ass't Sec'y
faiicd
to announce the opening of wait till next week
homesteads under the new
Roy Schools. Record" and get
I iomestead law,:: They
are sent another new store in Roy. Har- started right. He has had the
Dilatory.
by Messrs. Jonel and Fergusson ry WoodardandJoe Mitchell have
straightened
out
and
cases
"Ain't
iype
a lovely picture! All
that:
AVashington representative and put in a grocery stock in the
angels comió' down t:
them
beautiful
new
and
material
some
building occupied, by .Woobard's secured
the pore Christian wot's got L:i. hi
are a good thing to have. "..
preser-vativethe arener." '"Yuss; that's wot
Harness ,Shop and are open for is ready to teach. theArt
in the issuing of the Í3 'ang r.lut t::i tho lo.st v:Ar,:M trJ
right
.
,'
;
O. W. G.Ward, District' Attor- business.
paper. As an adjunct to Manuel t'.t there v.lirn It's all ever."
Their.
is
large
stock
not
but
ney was in town Saturday and
one of the most
a'nd Ve ry com plete and they Training it is
fresh
evidence refascinating as welj as educationadding
to
are
daily.
it
This
garding Court matters arid on
al studies and adds a feature of
other business, including politics makes Roy six stores now and publicity to the schools to be had
business to warrant all of them
in no other way. The schools
w J
Tho Urou
Mercantile You may not 'realizo it but this can give expression to their own
town
is
approaching
a
Room conCo. has arranged to move into
better than can be done
dition
arfd
is
business
getting bet interests
"Whitings','' .new building
; Mrs.
?
by an. outsider.
down town as soon as it is ready ter 'every day.-,.-for occupancy 'and will use their
vas
Dick Dietterich
. Mrs.
K'r:
old T.vl
Ikrilding es a Ware
Mr. Kidd, father of, Webb and thrown from her horse Monday
A
ho
j a as J ud, ;e Fo tor Oscar Kidd and Mr. Woody, a morning and some whet biuKed
gets iiis n, w buikheg comply ted banker from his. home in. Texas
BOJ
but is much better n.'v.
came in Thursday and ace inves
If
it é
iV
i V-- i
tigating the shooting case. They
Ever Notice It?
frd
and will are One appearing men and have
Lfghtñífls never
sen' ! n
twka ii
'
ll.' b
place.'"
the
For
n.atr, ..'!;
'
sám.
Pi ); n"t
,h. made a good impmsslm.on the Eeldom cni';;.-- back
a
Cit!
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lis
J
Mr. Kly, 11 p bil
man, urgin tl.i in
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